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Abstract 
Scania has identified a problem among certain costumers in very dusty environments. The 
air filters for their truck’s climate system need extensive maintenance, replacement or 
manual cleaning, because of dust frequently loading up the filters. In this thesis the 
problem has been analyzed in order to find a solution. The process was initiated by the 
usage of the black box method, where needed transformations were found, resulting in 
three needed technical systems. Thereafter, brainstorming was used to find concepts for 
each technical system. Concepts were compared and ranked against each other. For the 
most critical of the three systems, the cleaning action, prototypes were built of the four 
highest ranked concepts. These prototypes were then used to compare the performance 
between the concepts. 
The selected filter cleaning device consists of a method to analyze filter blockage, alert 
the driver when cleaning is needed and a system to clean the filter for the Scania climate 
system. The system consists of a pressure sensor used to measuring filter blockage, an air 
pulse system which cleans the filter and a controller unit to control the cleaning cycle and 
to inform the driver. The air pulse system has two main parts, a pulse valve and an air 
tank. The pulse valve is used for releasing the air accumulated in the air tank. The 
complete system is supplied with 8.5 bar from the internal air pressure system in the truck 
and a 24 V power supply, also located in the truck.  
A suggestion on how a final implementation can be done has been developed, with a 
minimized number of variants and modifications of parts already in production. A proof 
of concept was built and mounted in a truck to validate the complete system. Numbers on 
cleaning performance and sound levels have been produced. The proof of concept 
manages to remove the restriction created from dust by approximately 50 %.  
Aside from developing a suitable filter cleaning device, figures on when the filter needs 
to be cleaned have been identified. To keep a good working environment within the cab 
a pressure drop over the filter of 936 Pa is recommended as a point of cleaning. This is to 
maintain the needed airflow of at least 123 m3/h with two persons seated in the cab to not 
exceed regulated levels of CO2 within the truck cab. 
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Nomenclature 
Anemometer Device used for measuring the speed of wind 

APS 
Air Processing system – A device drying the pressurized air in the 
truck and distributes the air to different air circuits on the truck. The 
APS also contains safety valves. 

ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers 

DHC Dust holding capacity 
HD-filter Heavy duty filter – Scania’s surface filtering filter for climate system 

HAI High Air Intake – Engine filter mounted at the back of the cab, 
replacing the standard engine filter 

HVAC Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning – Climate system 
LHD Left-hand drive  

PWM Pulse Width Modulation – Type of digital signal used for controlling 
electronic devices 

Ram air Increasing air pressure due to increasing speed of vehicle 
RHD Right-hand drive  
TP Technical Process 
Vision Program used for logging data 
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1 Introduction 
This master’s thesis is a project at the vehicle manufacturer Scania, assessing a problem 
regarding the truck’s cab climate system. To provide an idea of the purpose of this project, 
a presentation is followed by the aim and scope. 

1.1 Background 

Scania CV AB, a manufacturer of commercial vehicles, sees an increased demand on 
driver’s environments and is present on a market where demands on reliability are 
constantly growing. Customers’ expectations on convenience have created an increased 
need for a decreased frequency of maintenance.  
Vehicles operating in extreme conditions, see figure 1.1, such as in sugarcane fields and 
mines, demand very frequent maintenance. The increased maintenance applies in 
particular to air filters; due to their function and their exposure in these conditions. Fine 
dust from gravel roads rapidly blocks the air filter to the cabin. Due to this, in certain 
cases, the need for looking after the filter becomes a daily activity to keep a good working 
environment inside the cab. In addition, when removing the air filter to change or clean 
it, the risk of contaminating the clean side of the system is increased.  
This master thesis was written at Scania Research & Development in Södertälje at the 
Department of Cab Interior. The goal with this thesis work was to help Scania with the 
problems stated above, developing a filter cleaning device for truck cab climate systems. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1.1 – Two trucks during testing in Spain [1] 
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1.1.1 Scania 

Scania CV AB is a manufacturer of commercial vehicles and engines, founded in 1900. 
In the beginning Scania manufactured cars and bicycles. In 1911 Scania was merged with 
Vagns Aktiebolaget i Södertäje, Vabis, which manufactured railway wagons. Scania later 
started to focus on manufacturing trucks, buses and engines and today also on finance, 
service deals and driver training. Nowadays Scania is a company within the Traton Group 
AG, together with MAN Truck & Bus, Navistar International and Volkswagen 
Commercial Vehicles, all owned by Volkswagen AG.  
In 2017 Scania delivered over 82,400 heavy trucks, 8,300 buses and 8,500 engines 
worldwide and had a European market share at 16 % of registered trucks. Globally Scania 
has around 49,000 employees distributed in over 100 countries, of which around 3,500 
work at the R&D facility in Södertälje, Sweden. 

1.2 Objectives and goals 

The objective of this project was to improve the driver environment by developing a filter 
cleaning system, decreasing the need of filter maintenance, for the HVAC1-unit, see 
figure 1.2. By not removing the filter during cleaning, the amount of dust ingression 
decreases, meeting the market’s expectations and demands. By doing this the user 
experience improves and the demands on the working environment within the cab are 
met. This demands a system working in dust contaminated environments that meet 
applicable legislation and recommendations.  
There was also a desire from Scania to find correlating factors between filter 
characteristics and the perceived climate inside the cab, to find out how dirt negatively 
impacts the performance of the HVAC or the climate inside the cab. 

 

Figure 1.2 – Picture of a Scania truck with the HVAC-unit visible in black and the filter 
highlighted in center 

                                                 
1 HVAC = Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning 
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1.2.1 Research questions 

• What technical factors affect the cleaning of an air filter? 

• What factors affect the need of maintenance of an air filter? 

• Which functional characteristics of an air filter affect the perceived environment 
inside a cab? 

1.2.2 Goals 

• Develop a filter cleaning device compatible with the HVAC-unit in the current 
truck.  

• Design a prototype suitable for validation regarding the requirement specification.  

1.3 Scope 

The scope of the project is described within the following: 

• A concept able to remove pollution from the climate system’s air filter 

• A study will be conducted to establish a limit for how much airflow restriction 
can be considered acceptable 

• The prototype will be developed to a stage where the validation of its function is 
possible 

Project delimitations: 

• The design will only be taken to a state where tests can be performed to validate 
function and main purpose performance  

• The design will not be taken to a production ready state; structural strength, weight 
savings and draft angles for moldings will not be a priority  

• Extreme winter conditions such as snow and ice storms will not be looked into 
Project limitations: 

• The time frame is set to 40 weeks, a total of 1600 hours 

• The concept should fit to the current interface of the filter housing and HVAC-
unit; however some minor modifications can be done through consultation with 
Scania 

• The system is not allowed to change any exterior parts of the cab 
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1.4 Structure 

The structure of this thesis is as follows: 

• Theoretical framework – General theories needed. 

• Methodology – The design process, how used methods are implemented and brief 
theories about them. 

• Problem definition – Description of the problem, stating specific facts, 
regulations and existing solutions. 

• List of requirements – Listing initial requirements collected after the problem 
definition.  

• Function analysis – A breakdown of the desired function to see all needed 
technical systems. 

• Concept – The concept generation, evaluation and selection. 

• Preliminary layout – Overall function of desired system, needed components, 
requirements and positioning. 

• Final list of requirements – Listing all final requirements after selection of 
technical principle and setting the preliminary layout. 

• Suggested implementation – A description on how to fit the system in a truck, it 
is dependent on variations of the truck and how the interaction with the driver 
should occur. 

• Proof of concept – The final prototype: it’s parts, performance, verification and 
validation. 

• Risk assessment – A final risk assessment of the developed system. 

• Results – A conclusion of the final product, both the proof of concept and how to 
implement the system in the future. Pinpointing some results regarding cleaning 
performance and comfort. 

• Discussion – Collection of the authors’ thoughts regarding methods, result and 
further improvements. 

• Conclusion – Providing answers to the earlier research questions stated in 
introduction. 

• Appendices – 10 appendices with more in-depth information on performed tests, 
test equipment, risk assessments and concepts etcetera. 
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2 Theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework presented in this thesis is a collection of general theories to 
facilitate a deeper understanding of technical aspects mentioned in this thesis.  

2.1 Dust filter theory 

Dust filtration is a process of removing solids from a gas, often air. In this chapter, 
different theories affecting dust filtration are brought up.  

2.1.1 Filter depths 

The most common dust filter material is fabric or a polymer substitute for fabric. The 
fibers in the material can be woven in different ways, giving the filter changed 
characteristics. Different coating is also used to give the filter different characteristics, for 
example hydration resistance. Depending on the wove, the ability to encapsulate the dust 
within the fabric can be changed. When particles are encapsulated on different levels 
within the filter media, it is called depth filtering. This is enabled due to the filter media 
have some pores larger than the particles, making them go inside the filter and stick 
mechanically (in pores smaller than the particle) or by adhesion. After a while the pores 
get full and restrict airflow which creates a need for a new filter, due to the adhered 
particles is hard to wash out. [2]  
There also exist surface filtering filters, compared to depth filtering filters, where 
separation of most particles occurs at its surface. The two most common surface filtering 
filters uses the principles of cake filtration and or standard blocking filtration. Standard 
blocking filter blocks particles through its pores. One particle block one pore and after a 
while the number of uncovered pores is none. The pressure drop over a standard blocking 
filter will rise exponentially as pores get filled with particles and choke the airflow. [2] 
Cake filtration is a more usual way of surface filtering. It uses the filter media just as an 
initial barrier for the dust, creating a dust cake which purpose is to co-act as a filtering 
media. Initially the cake filtration will have the same characteristics as a standard 
blocking filter. But after a while will have a linear increase in pressure drop if the dust 
applied is constant. After longer durations, it may get an exponential rise in pressure 
difference, just like standard blocking filtration, because smaller particles ingress into the 
cake and block pores within the cake. [2] 
Higher DHC2 enables more dust to be encapsulated. The deep filtering filters, with higher 
DHC, are disposable but are still more cost effective because of their low maintenance, 
long life and low price. While blocking filters have a longer total life the need of cleaning 
during that time is larger and therefore not as cost effective.  

                                                 
2 DHC = Dust holding capacity 
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2.1.2 Pressure difference 

Filters create a restriction on the airflow, called drag. The drag creates a pressure which 
is lower upstream the filter than before the filter. The pressure difference between both 
sides is termed pressure drop. For most air filters the pressure drop, ΔP [Pa], created is 
proportional to the air velocity, U [m/s], according to equation (2.1) [3].  
 

∆𝑃𝑃 = 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 (2.1) 

𝛽𝛽 =  𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (2.2) 

 
Were β [Pa ∙ s/m] is an air resistance coefficient as a result from F [-] drag force, μ [kg/ 
(s ∙ m)] dynamic viscosity of air and l [m-1] fiber length per unit area, see equation (2.2).   
This equation is true for filters with no dust load, while most dusts are compressible. This 
leads increased pressure when the dust cake gets more compact. A result of this is that 
the pressure drop raises in a rate faster than the increased air velocity. [2] 

2.2 Sound 

In this chapter different theories about sound is described in short to specify relevant ways 
of measuring sound levels. The Swedish Work Environment Authority’s regulations for 
work related noise contains limits for three different sound level measurement types: 
LEX,8h, LpAFmax and LpCpeak [4]. 

2.2.1 A-weighted sound 

A-weighting is designed to mimic the response of human ears to audible frequencies. It 
is also the most common sound measuring method. Sound is measured in dB, when A-
weighted it is written as dB(A). [5] 

2.2.2 C-weighted sound 

C-weighting has more focus on lower audible frequencies than A-weighting. It is used for 
peak sound pressure measurements. The unit used for C-weighted sound is dB and it is 
written as dB(C). [5] 

2.2.3 Working day noise exposure level (LEX,8h) 

LEX,8h, an A-weighted sound level measurement where “EX” stands for exposure and “8h” 
stands for eight hours, referring to all noise at the workplace during a typical workday. 
[4] 
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2.2.4 Maximum emission sound pressure level (LpAFmax) 

LpAFmax, a sound level measurement where “p” stands for pressure, “A” stands for A-
weighted, “F” stands for fast and “max” is the maximum sound pressure measured. Fast 
means that the risetime of the instrument is 0.125 s [6]. In this case, the maximum level 
is the highest “F”-time weighted sound level [5]. 

2.2.5 Peak emission sound pressure level (LpCpeak) 

LpCpeak, a sound level measurement where “p” stands for pressure, “C” stands for C-
weighted and “peak” stands for the peak sound pressure level [7]. The peak level is the 
highest point of the sound pressure wave without any time constant applied [5]. It is 
measured using an instrument with a risetime of less than 50 µs [4].  
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3 Methodology 
The work flow follows, for the authors, a well-established design process. During each 
phase in the design process, well-established methods are used in combination with 
methods widely used at Scania.  

3.1 Design process 

The design process follows the theories from Principles of Engineering Design, by V. 
Hubka [8]. When it comes to finding a solution based on a need, creating a new system 
through a thorough function analysis, this method is to prefer according to the authors. In 
figure 3.1 is Hubka’s design process shown, with the suggested methods listed underneath 
each phase.  
 

 

Figure 3.1 – Figure of the design process described by Hubka [8]  

 
A systematic and well-used workflow is key for reaching the desired goal and the 
following list describes what each phase in the process is used for. 

• Design specification – Identify the characteristics and requirements needed for 
the desired task. Should end up in a list of requirements.  

• Function analysis – First provides an abstract presentation of the main need and 
transformation of the operand, the object. The transformation is broken down into 
smaller steps of transformation to first establish; technical principle and technical 
process. This is so functions can be easily identified. 

• Concept – Generating solutions to each stated function. Combining them into a 
complete system and into several different concepts. 

• Preliminary layout – Rough illustration of the system with some critical 
dimensions stated.  

• Dimensional layout – Final dimensions, materials, parts etcetera are set and 
refined. 

• Drawings – Documentation needed for fabrication and production. 

Design 
specification

•Assignment of 
problem

•List of 
requirements

Function 
analysis

•Black box diagram
•TP block diagram
•Combinations of 

functional 
structures

Concept

•Morphological 
matrix

•Combinations of 
concepts

Preliminary 
layout

•Variations of 
rough layouts

Dimensional 
layout

•Variations of 
detailed layout

Drawings

•Detail drawing
•Assembly drawing
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3.1.1 V-model 

As a part of the design process, Scania is using a method called the “V-model” to structure 
the requirements in relation to the verification process, as seen in figure 3.3. There are 
several versions of the “V-model”. One is the German “V-modell” used for management 
and decision gates [9]. Another is the software development process described by the 
International Software Testing Qualifications Board, ISTQB, [10]. The one Scania’s V-
model, is based on, see figure 3.3, was originally developed for the US government. This 
model is also called the “Vee Diagram” [11].  
According to the American Department of Defense, [12], the V-model is suitable to 
structure the verification of each requirement. There should be a direct relationship 
between the requirements sheet and the verification list. The verification can be carried 
out through analysis, inspection, demonstration or testing. The design process is a top-
down process and the verification is a bottom-up process, as seen in figure 3.2, where the 
components will be tested prior to the subsystems, which in turn will be tested prior to 
the completed system. [12] 
The Scania V-model adapted for this thesis can be seen in figure 3.4. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.2 – Schematics over V-model, inspired by The Department of Defense [12] 
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Figure 3.3 – Scania’s interpretation of the V-model [1] 

 

Figure 3.4 – Scania’s V-model applied for this thesis 
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3.1.2 Merged design process 

During the merge and implementation of the design process and the Scania V-model some 
modifications had to be done to both parts.  
One of the goals in this thesis was to design a proof of concept-prototype, drawings were 
therefore neglected and instead a verification and validation part was added as a new 
phase in the design process. This was made applying the requirements and corresponding 
verifications in different levels, in V-model fashion. Used methods and tools used are 
placed above corresponding phase in the process, see figure 3.5. 
Initial requirements were created through the objectives given by Scania. Thereafter all 
requirements on sublevel were created through studying the problem definition. All 
requirements for all components or materials, on a component level, were stated 
according to their functional needs during the preliminary layout.  
Verification and validation were made by following the core principle of the V-model; 
performing verification on all levels according to the corresponding requirements. The 
verification was mainly done via testing, except for some bought parts. Bought parts were 
chosen to fulfill all the requirements and therefore further verification was not seen as 
needed, saving time and resources. The verification- and validation-phase was initiated 
at a component level, working upslope in the “V” to the final stage with validation of the 
complete cleaning system installed in a truck. 
 
 

 

Figure 3.5 – Flowchart describing the merged work process  
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3.2 Pre-study 

An initial pre-study was made through literature studies to determine the scope. To set 
most requirements; legislations, recommendations and specifications from Scania was 
compiled.  
Study visits to the industry filter manufacturer Absolent and to the mining machinery 
manufacturer Epiroc have also been made in order to find out how similar problems have 
been solved within other markets. Together with this, more markets have been searched 
finding solutions used both in the same market as Scania, as well as in the household 
equipment market. 

3.3 Requirements 

There are three levels of requirements within this thesis as seen in figure 3.5. The initial 
system requirements, level 3, consists of the goals, scope and objectives defined in 
chapter 1, Introduction.  
Next level is subsystem requirements, level 2, consisting of the requirements identified 
in the pre-study. The requirements were gathered and presented in chapter 5, List of 
requirements, for an easy overview. These requirements formed the basis for the criteria 
in the concept evaluation as well as the verification on a subsystem level according to the 
verification model within figure 3.5.  
The last level is the component requirements, level 1, consisting of the requirements on 
the different components within the system needed to achieve the requirements on the 
subsystem defined in level 2. These requirements are presented in the tables in chapter 8 
Preliminary layout and are the basis for the selection and design of components. 

3.4 Function analysis  

To generate new concepts the function was broken down using a function analysis. First 
the well-established method of creating a black-box and making it transparent by utilizing 
a TP3 block diagram was used. From the TP block diagram different technical systems 
were derived. These technical systems then became subjects to innovation by using 
brainstorming, described later in this chapter. This form of function analysis can be found 
in V. Hubka’s Principles of engineering design [8], where it is a method used to find core 
functions and its subsystems, independent from solutions. 

3.4.1 Black box 

The main goal with the black box is to extract the most important functions of desired 
system and investigate the flow of products through the system. Ingoing products, called 
inputs, are energy, material and information that flows into the system. These inputs are 
                                                 
3 TP = Technical Process 
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called operands and can consist of one, or a combination of several, of these products 
[13]. It is the same for outputs coming out from the system. Almost all functions can be 
described through transformation of an input that turns operands into the desired state as 
an output [14]. 
At first the input operand should be stated and then the desired outcome, output operand. 
The second step is finding out the main function as a transformation. Last step is to 
breakdown the operands input and output states to the original products. This should be 
done in an abstract level and independent from any solutions. All of this is displayed in a 
diagram, called black box diagram, see figure 3.6. [13] 
 

 

Figure 3.6 – Black box model 

3.4.2 Technical process block diagram 

A technical process diagram describes all ingoing and outgoing products; material energy 
and information and in which state they are transformed, also on sublevel. The TP block 
diagram is a breakdown of the black box, making it transparent. All transformations are 
described with who performs it; the operator (HuS), the technical system (TS) itself or 
the active environment (AEnv). The sequence for in which order all transformations 
occurs is also shown in the TP block diagram, see figure 3.7. [8] 
The benefits of using a TP block diagram is that it can be used to evaluate each technical 
principle. If different transformations can be performed by the same technical system, if 
the sequence could be changed or if there are any alternative transformations which can 
be used. [13] 
 

 

Figure 3.7 – TP block diagram model 

OutputFunctionInput
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3.5 Concept generation, screening and decision 

By using the different technical systems as goals in the concept generation, the well-
established method of brainstorming could be used to produce new concepts. There was 
a session of brainstorming conducted for each technical system, involving the authors 
with some additional sporadic input from two colleagues at Scania. 
During the first iteration of the concept generation, the solutions from the brainstorming 
deemed unrealistic were rejected and the rest was further evaluated. Next iteration used 
Pugh’s-matrix [14] and the top scoring concepts were taken further in the next stage.  
Concept prototypes were then built and compared to each other through lab testing in 
order to determine the performance of all the remaining concepts. The result of the lab 
testing was then used, together with risk assessments, as a basis for the decision of which 
solution was chosen to represent the final concept. 

3.5.1 Brainstorming 

Brainstorming is a commonly used method for concept generation when developing new 
systems or products. It is a way of collecting and reworking ideas and concepts in groups. 
It is more focused on quantity rather than quality in order to gather a larger number of 
ideas and expose new ideas. It can so be used to generate new concepts for the different 
technical systems. During the brainstorming, no thoughts or ideas can be criticized in 
order to retain every possible solution, these are then assessed in a following screening of 
concepts. 

3.5.2 Pugh-matrix 

The Pugh-matrix is a matrix where all the concepts are evaluated and compared to a 
chosen reference solution where the best anticipated concepts are selected as datum. They 
are compared on different criteria for comparison, derived from a mix of engineering 
specifications and customer requirements. In the comparison, the different solutions 
either scores under (-), over (+) or the same (0) as the reference solution. Also, each of 
the criteria are weighted to correspond to the relative importance, resulting in a weighted 
score where the concepts can be directly compared and chosen for further development. 
[14] 
The criteria weightings are summed up to 100 to have a limited score divided between all 
the criteria. 

3.6 Risk assessment 

By doing risk assessments of the two best performing concepts, one final concept could 
be chosen by comparing the results. After producing the final prototype, a concluding risk 
assessment was done to identify all possible risks. The risk assessments in this thesis are 
based on a template provided by Scania. 
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3.6.1 Scania concept risk assessment 

At Scania risk assessments are a mandatory procedure within every product development 
project. The risk assessment is an effective tool in identifying risks of all severities and a 
way to mitigate possible risks, as well as facilitating future follow-up of a product. By 
performing risk assessments of concepts at an early stage in the development process, so 
called “project killers” can be identified. This makes it possible to avoid such concepts 
and a lot of unnecessary work can be avoided. A “project killer” is a project related risk 
which is so critical that it can be reason to end the project. [15] 
The risk method used at Scania on a concept stage is called “Minirisk”-method. It starts 
with making a risk list, identifying possible risks. Each risk is then given a value on 
probability and its severity. This is done on a scale 1-10 following a criteria template, 
seen in Appendix 8. Probability and severity are multiplied and compared to each other 
to give a priority on which risks to focus more on.  
When the risk list is complete a risk management part is added. The risk management 
includes a class of action, an action how to mitigate the risk and a classification scaled 1-
10 on how feasible the action is. The class of action consist of four classes: 

1. Avoid – Change the project plan to avoid the risk. This often have extensive 
impact on project and will affect targets. 

2. Reduce – Make a change to reduce probability or severity. Redesign or ad safety 
features. 

3. Move – Transfer the action to another party. 
4. Accept – No change is made. 

A follow-up is often done after the action have been performed, to find any remaining 
risks.  
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4 Problem definition 
To get a deeper insight of what the device is needed for or what its purpose is, a problem 
definition is stated. The problem definition consists of a collection of information 
connected to specific areas that defined the requirements for the filter cleaning device 
designed. 

4.1 Scania HVAC-system 

Most automotive vehicles produced comes with some sort of climate system. Some more 
complex than others with special functions such as synthetic scent or with excessive 
capacity such as for buses. This chapter will mention the basics of the climate system 
used in Scania trucks, used for heating, ventilation and air conditioning. 
The system primarily consists of a filter, fresh air door, fan, evaporator core, heater core, 
air distribution flaps and heat distribution flaps, see figure 4.1. The complete system as 
seen in figure 4.2, is placed under the instrument panel, IP, except for the filter housing 
wich is placed under the front hatch. 
Scania supplies a vireaty of HVAC-systems in combination with different controller 
units. Availible is two performance steps of HVAC-units; one standard and one premium. 
Two controller units also availble; one ACC, auomatic and one MCC, manual. 

 

Figure 4.1 - Schematics of the Scania HVAC 
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Figure 4.2 – Complete Scania HVAC unit 

4.1.1 Filter 

Scania uses two filters in their climate system. One filtering intake air, placed under the 
front hatch of the truck and one for filtering the recirculation air, placed inside the cabin 
under the IP. Some other manufacturers use the same filter for both recirculation air and 
fresh air, see Appendix 1. 
The main feature of the filters, in vehicles, is removing air carried solids (dust and organic 
particles) to achieve a comfortable and hazard free environment inside the vehicle. Active 
carbon filters (adsorption filters) is also being used in vehicles to remove gases and smell 
[16]. Generally, there are two types of dust separation filters, surface filtrating and depth 
filtrating. The latter one is the type most used in automotive because they have a larger 
capacity and a longer lifetime.  
Scania offers three different filters. Standard and premium filter is depth filtering. The 
difference between them is that premium filter is an adsorption filter with active carbon. 
The third filter option is a surface filtering HD-filter4, see figure 4.3. The HD-filter can 
carry less dust and particles but can be cleaned with pressurized air. The HD-filter has a 
plastic frame with a rubber sealing to stop dust ingression around the filter medium as 
opposed to the Standard and Premium filter which both lacks additional sealing. Size is 
440x140x30 mm (616 cm2 folded area) and is bigger than all the competitors’ filters, see 
Appendix 1. The filter is held in place by the filter housing cover. 

 

Figure 4.3 – Scania HD-filter [17] 

                                                 
4 HD-filter = Heavy duty filter 
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4.1.2 Fresh air door and recirculation door 

The fresh air door is placed behind or in front of the filter. It closes and opens to restrict 
the amount of intake fresh air. Scania uses the fresh air door to compensate for ram air5 
and to close the intake when recirculating mode is activated. On a Scania the recirculation 
door and fresh air door is the same, with an addition to an extra recirculation door, see 
figure 4.4. The door is placed behind the filter, see schematics in figure 4.1, and have a 
sealing around it. Depending on if a standard or a premium HVAC-unit is used, the two 
doors are controlled with one actuator or independent with one actuator for each door, see 
figure 4.4. 

4.1.3 Fan 

In general, a fan, often a centrifugal fan, is used to force air through the HVAC to 
establish the correct velocity of air inside the cab. A great number of flaps are then used 
to distribute the air into the right spots within the cab. Some vehicles also use an auxiliary 
fan for distributing air to areas which otherwise would not have enough airflow [18]. The 
fan is often called blower. 
The blower is placed between the fresh air door and the evaporator. It is speed controlled 
with a PWM6 signal. Scania also compensates for ram air through the speed of the blower. 
The same fan is used both for recirculation of air and for fresh air, see figure 4.4. 
 
 

 

Figure 4.4 – Fan (1), the additional recirculation door (2) and fresh air door (3) [17] 

 
                                                 
5 Ram air = Increasing air pressure due to increasing speed of vehicle 
6 PWM = Pulse Width Modulation – Type of digital signal used for controlling electronic devices 

Fresh air 

Recirculation air 
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4.1.4 Evaporator core 

The evaporator core is a part of a vapor-compression refrigeration system, using an 
evaporator, condenser, compressor and expansion valve. The compressor is often driven 
by the vehicle’s engine and the condenser is often placed in the front to get maximum 
amount of cooling [19].  
Scania uses a compressor with a magnetic clutch to regulate the status of the evaporator 
core. The evaporator is placed downstream in the HVAC, after the fan, see figure 4.1 

4.1.5 Heater core 

The heater core consists of a liquid to air heat exchanger. The heater is connected to the 
engine coolant circuit that has an operating temperature of 70-90 °C [20]. The heat of the 
air is regulated via flaps, see blend air door in figure 4.1, redirecting the air through or to 
bypass the heater, depending on the need of hot air. 

 

Figure 4.5 – Evaporator (1) and heater core (2) in full heat mode [17] 

4.2 Power sources 

The Scania trucks are equipped with a generator and a compressor to power different 
systems on the truck. 

4.2.1 Pressurized air 

On the diesel engine is an air compressor mounted to supply the truck with pressurized 
air. The air is used to power several different systems on the truck, for example the brakes, 
suspension, seats and horn.  
Air coming from the compressor goes through the air processing system, APS, which 
dries the air and controls different air circuits on the truck. The air is stored in several 
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tanks located on the chassis with approximately 13 bars of pressure. The APS is used to 
regulate some circuits to 8.5 bars, mostly used for auxiliary systems.  

4.2.2 Electrical current  

Also mounted on the engine is the generator, supplying the truck with power and for 
charging the batteries. The main voltage on the truck is 24 volts and if another voltage is 
desired it is mostly transformed within the subsystem it is specified for. The main 
distribution hub and fuse box is located beside the HVAC-unit, inside the cab on the 
passenger side. 

4.3 Space 

Scania offers a wide variety of different truck cabs, using a modular system. The space 
underneath the front hatch varies depending on cab size, engine air intakes and whether 
the truck is LHD or RHD.  

4.3.1 Cab size 

Scania offers six different sizes of cabs:  

• L-series: Low entry cab built for city haulage were entering and exiting the truck 
is made often 

• P-series: Low cab for day use or with sleeping capabilities, for a wide variety of 
applications 

• G-series: Medium height sleeping cab, made for a great range of applications 
• R-series: High truck made for long haulage 
• S-series: Extra high truck made for long haulage with flat floor inside the cab 
• CrewCab: Extended P-series cab with space for up to 8 passengers. 

Similarities among all cabs is that they have the same layout of the torpedo wall to reduce 
the number of varieties for each part. A few parts that differ are the cab’s suspension and 
different brackets. Between the P/G and R/S the bracket for the gas strut to hold the front 
hatch is different, see figure 4.6. The cab damper is attached to the cab via an aluminum 
bracket, which depends on the cab’s height, see figure 4.6. 
Scania also offers an XT version of all their trucks, except L-series. The XT version offers 
higher ride height, a thicker steel bumper and is generally designed for more challenging 
environments. 
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Figure 4.6 – Bracket for cab damper (1) and front hatch strut (2) 
Left: G-series cab | Right: S-series cab 

4.3.2 Engine Air intake 

The most common configuration of Scania trucks is using the standard front engine air 
intake as seen in figure 4.7. There is a very limited amount of space under the front hatch 
where the HVAC is placed. However, the HD-filter only ships when combined with 
Scania’s HAI7 engine filter, see figure 4.8. This frees up space where the standard front 
engine air intake is usually placed and is also not occupied by any other equipment when 
HAI is used. 

 

Figure 4.7 – Left-hand drive Scania with standard front engine air intake highlighted 
[17] 

                                                 
7 HAI = High Air Intake, mounted on the cab back wall 

1 

1 

2 2 
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Figure 4.8 – Scania with HAI-filter [17] 

4.3.3 Left- and right-hand drive 

Since Scania is a global company, the trucks can be configured as right-hand drive and, 
as most commonly configured, left-hand drive. The left-hand drive layout can be seen in 
figure 4.7, the right-hand drive one can be seen in figure 4.9. In the right-hand drive 
version, the expansion tank for the coolant is moved to the opposite side and replaced by 
the pneumatic connectors for the brake pedals and steering wheel. A difference can also 
be seen in the windshield wiper that are mirrored between the two layouts, see figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.9 – Right-hand drive Scania configuration [17] 
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Figure 4.10 – Area above filter housing with both LHD (1) and RHD (2) windshield 
wipers and corresponding clearance 

4.3.4 Available space 

One of the greatest challenges in the development was to fit the system into the truck. 
Three different areas of potentially available space were identified by looking at multiple 
different Scania trucks, see figure 4.11 for numbering of the areas. To verify the 
availability of these three areas, an interference analysis was carried out by Scania’s 
geometry assurance department [21]. The analysis showed that area (1) and (3) are fully 
available in all possible configurations with the HAI engine filter. Area (2) is partly 
available, it is mainly limited by the windshield wiper mechanism and wiring on the right-
hand drive configuration, see figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.11 – Scania with HAI engine filter, potentially available space is highlighted 
and numbered [17] 

 
 

1 
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Area (1): 
This is the area regularly used by the standard front air intake. It is the largest available 
area, measuring about 400 mm in height, 240 mm in width and 130 mm in depth. 
Area (2): 
The available space between the windshield wiper mechanism and the filter housing 
measures about 27 mm in height, 500 mm in width and 50 mm in depth. The area is 
limited by the clearance of the wipers, see figure 4.10. 
Area (3): 
The available space within the filter housing is represented in figure 4.12. It is irregularly 
shaped and measures about 230 mm in height, 212 mm in width and on average 49 mm 
in depth giving a total volume of 2.4 liters. 
 

 

Figure 4.12 – Upper left: HVAC and filter housing | Upper right: filter housing 
removed | Mid lower: filter housing. Available space is depicted as a red box. 

4.4 The dust 

The dust is fine, and it gets airborne easily, see figure 4.13. The biggest problem is that 
the air filter gets clogged too fast and air starts leaking in from around the filter. This ends 
up contaminating the inside of the cab, creating discomfort. The standard and premium 
filters do not use any plastic frame or sealing around the perimeters of the filter. The HD-
filter has a sealing, to further prevent leakage, purposed for the more demanding 
locations, but the filter itself gets loaded even faster, see chapter 4.1 Scania HVAC-system. 
An earlier study [22] made by Scania analyzing the dust in those regions with the most 
demanding maintenance intervals discovered, a red Brazilian dust on the sugar cane 
fields and a similar dust found in Almeria, Spain. The analyses show that Arizona test 
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dust grade A2 fine (ISO 12103-1) is an equivalent ISO test dust that can be used with 
good accuracy during testing [22]. Particle size of A2 fine varies from of 0-124,5 µm 
[23], with majority held in 1,38-44 µm (81 %) see figure 4.14. 

 

Figure 4.13 – Scania with open front hatch during testing in Spain  

 

 

Figure 4.14 – Particle size composition of test dust A2 fine, data collected from Powder 
Technology Inc. [23] 
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4.5 Work environment 

The work environment is often controlled through legislation and had to be taken into 
consideration. This is extra important since one of the key functions of the system is to 
improve the work environment inside the cab.  

4.5.1 Air quality 

Particle filtration 
Swedish Work Environment Authority lists limits for certain substances. Among these 
substances 10 different kinds of dust is acknowledged; inorganic, organic, cotton, 
thermoplastic, carbon, flower, paper, PVC, textile and wood dust. The most conforming 
with the dust found in Brazil, Spain and in the mining-industry is inorganic and organic. 
They both have the same limits on inhalable fraction and respirable fraction: [24] 
Inhalable fraction: 5 mg/m3 
Respirable fraction: 2.5 mg/m3 

According to internal documents in Scania, the air filtration shall fulfil the demands of 
filter class F9, according to EN779:2012. Standard and premium filter shall have 30 g of 
DHC until the filter has an added pressure drop of 50 Pa, 2 g DHC is stated for the HD-
filter [25].  

Carbon dioxide 
According to the Swedish Work Environment Authority [26] and ASHRAE8 [27] the 
maximum recommended CO2-level in a room is 1 000 ppm (0.01 %) for comfort. The 
maximum acceptable level is set to 5 000 ppm (0.05 %) by both the Swedish Work 
Environment Authority [24] and the U.S. Department of Labor [28].  
The Swedish Work Environment Authority states that the CO2-level in a room can be an 
indicator on how good the ventilation in a room is. The recommended limit of 1 000 ppm 
can be exceeded, however only for shorter periods of time. This also implies that an 
average of 1 000 ppm is not accepted if there are higher levels during longer periods of 
time. As a reference the normal outdoors CO2-level is 300-400 ppm. [26] 
To manage keeping the CO2 levels down The Public Health Agency of Sweden [29] states 
that the appropriate amount of exchanged air in a public building is 7 l/s and person, with 
an additional flow of 0.35 l/s m2. 
When the CO2-level reaches 2 000 ppm a feeling of tiredness, headache and 
unpleasantness can occur. At 15 000 ppm breathing difficulties and increased heartrate 
occur. At 30 000 ppm muscle ache, unconsciousness, convulsions and a risk of death is 
prevalent. [30] 
Tests done by Swedish CO2-sensor manufacturer SenseAir AB shows that with 2 adults 
in a Volvo V70 car with the recirculation off it only takes 9 minutes to reach a level of 
2 250 ppm of CO2 inside the car. With the recirculation turned on, a level of about 1550 

                                                 
8 ASHRAE = American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 
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ppm is reached in the same amount of time. This difference can be explained by the 
airflow created by the recirculation releasing pockets of fresh air inside the car. [31] 
According to test performed in this thesis work, seen in Appendix 3, a concentration of 
1000 ppm could be reached inside the cab when having an airflow lower than 123 m3/h. 
This was measured with two persons inside the cab. According to The Public Health 
Agency of Sweden, with the size of the cab and 2 persons, an air supply of 57 m3/h is 
recommended. But after performed tests a concentrations of 1000 ppm could be reached 
already after 7 minutes with the recommended air flow. 

4.5.2 Sound 

According to the Swedish Work Environment Authority the limit for daily 8-hour sound 
exposure is an average of 85 dB(A), the maximum A-weighted sound pressure is 115 
dB(A) and the peak value for impulsive, C-weighted, sounds is 135 dB(C). They also 
state that unpredictable and uncontrollable sounds can be annoying and tiering, however 
if the sound is perceived as a necessity and its purpose is clear it can be more easily 
accepted by the operator. [4] 
At Scania unpredictable impulsive sounds are restricted to 45 dB(A) to not disturb the 
driver and according to the acoustics department slightly louder sounds should be 
explained by text, light or other sources of information to make the driver know nothing 
is wrong. With louder sounds it is best if the sound is generated on the driver’s command 
and not induced at a seemingly random occasion to reduce the potentially disturbing effect 
of such a sound. When doing so, the sound levels are only restricted to the limits set by 
the Swedish Work Environment Authority. The measurements of these sound levels are 
recommended to be measured at positions often encountered in everyday usage such as 
in the seating positions and in a near proximity of the truck. [32] 

4.6 State-of-the-art 

Dusty environments are nothing new and some markets have already developed systems 
or products to mitigate the problem. Solutions used in vehicles near the same field as 
Scania is mentioned as benchmarking. Filter cleaning solutions already used by their 
markets far from Scania’s field of area is mentioned to give a wider insight. Some 
solutions already investigated by Scania is brought up as earlier work carried out by them. 

4.6.1 Benchmarking 

No truck competitors are known for using any filter cleaning device or any special way 
of restricting the problems related to dust. All competitors have their intake placed in 
almost the same area, in front of the cab. Small variations exist, like if they use sealings 
around the filter and fresh air door, or how the filter housing is constructed, see Appendix 
1. In this chapter, companies who is not seen as direct competitors, but act in the same 
field and market as some Scania trucks do, is mentioned. The three different companies 
all use some form of pre-cleaning solution for the air filtration. 
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Epiroc 
A study visit to Epiroc in Örebro, Sweden, was made. Epiroc is a manufacturer of 
excavators and mining solutions who uses centrifugal filters to pre-clean the air before 
the filter, see. They use a centrifugal cleaner with a fan circulating the air before the filter, 
centrifugal forces then separate the dust from the air. Benefits of using this method 
compared to cyclone cleaners is the cyclones need a lot of energy in the airflow to manage 
to sort out smaller particles. Centrifugal cleaners instead use added energy from the fan, 
cleaning the air not relying on the airflow through the HVAC.  
CAT is a manufacturer of a wide variety of heavy vehicles, from dozers to asphalt pavers, 
all related to construction equipment. CAT uses the exact same solution as Epiroc. Both 
buy their systems from Sy-klone international.  

John Deere 
John Deere is a manufacturer of agriculture and forestry vehicles, mostly known for their 
tractors. John Deere uses recirculation air for the most part and just adds a small amount 
of fresh air. Fresh air taken in from the cab roof, passing through a cyclone filter, a HEPA 
filter and is then forced into the cabin underneath or behind the seat. Beneficial with this 
is that the cyclone filter does not need to work with a wide variety of airflows. This helps 
due to a small cyclone will choke a big flow and a big cyclone will need a greater amount 
of energy in the air, resulting in insufficient cleaning at lower airflows.  

4.6.2 Other markets 

An overview of existing filter cleaning solutions used on other markets. 

Absolent A•dust 
A few manufacturers of industrial particle filters use an automated filter cleaning solution. 
One of them is Absolent with their A•dust series of filtering solutions. It uses cylindrical 
surface filters and an air pulse to clean the filters, see figure 4.15.  

 

Figure 4.15 – Absolent A•dust4F filter cleaning system 
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The air pulse system uses a pressure tank, magnetic membrane valves, pressure gauges 
and a control unit. The electrical control unit uses digital pressure gauges to determine 
when to clean the filters. When a predetermined pressure drop is reached over the filters 
a cleaning sequence is started, it can also be programmed to start at specific times. Each 
filter is blown one at the time and the cycle is repeated four times. Filters are placed 
vertical to keep dust from congregating upon the filter and to minimize dust falling from 
one filter to the one placed underneath. The system uses a pressure of 4-6 bar and each 
pulse has a duration of 0.2-0.4 seconds. [33] 
The filters can also be cleaned with water using a high-pressure washer. To put the filters 
into use again they have to be dried for 2 weeks in room temperature or for 48 hours in 
50 ᵒC. [33] 
One important aspect of the filter cleaning solution according to Absolent [33] is the 
surrounding air. If the cleaning nozzle has the right placement and dimensions, a lot of 
extra air can be forced through the filter with the ejector principle. This requires a 
sufficient amount of air behind the nozzle [33].  

Hitachi iClean 
The Hitachi iClean is a cleaning device used on some of Hitachi’s air conditioning units. 
A brush is passing over a plane, fine mesh filter. All dust is pushed into a container that 
later must be emptied manually. The cleaning cycle starts every 24th hour of run time or 
after 10 hours if the unit is put into standby mode. One brush stroke (from start to end 
position and back) takes approximately 10 minutes. [34] 

Nilfisk InfiniClean 
Nilfisk, a manufacturer of vacuum cleaners, has developed a system called InfiniClean. 
InfiniClean uses the vacuum inside the dust container to suck air back through the filter, 
cleaning it. This is accomplished by closing the path between the filter and the blower 
and at the same time creating an opening between filter and atmosphere. 

4.6.3 Earlier work 

There has been earlier work carried out at Scania regarding the problem with dust in 
extreme environments. Three previous concepts are presented in this chapter. 

Cyclone 
Cyclone filters are working with centrifugal forces acting on particles to separate them 
from the moving air. Scania have tested an axial cyclone filter, see figure 4.16, with 
different iterations changing length, diameter, number of blades, blade angle and number 
of cyclones. Lab testing concluded that the cyclone pre-filter manages to filter 45-55 % 
of the test dust (grade A2 fine) [35]. This was however done while simulating the highest 
HVAC fan speed, resulting in concept becoming less effective when the energy of the 
moving air is reduced.  
A field test was also made on a truck driving in sugarcane fields in Brazil. The fan speed 
mostly used during field test was low (step 1 or 2 of 5), which is not enough to give the 
desired function of the pre-filter. Higher fan speeds made it uncomfortable. The 
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conclusion was that it is not recommended to do any more testing of the cyclone filter 
because the energy of the moving air is to low and the recirculation mode is sufficient 
enough to give a good climate inside the cab [36]. This conclusion is rather subjective 
and based on drivers not complaining when only recirculation mode was used.  
This test was carried out on an older version of Scania cab, year 2013, and is not based 
on the truck sold today (2018) with another HVAC system. Recirculation mode on older 
Scania trucks used 30 % of fresh air. 

 

Figure 4.16 – CAD picture of Scania’s cyclone filters 

Air pulse 
A prototype has been built at Scania to make a cleaning solution using an air pulse, 
sending a pulse of compressed air into the filter housing between the fresh air door and 
the filter. The prototype consisted of standard Scania parts, mainly from brake systems; 
a pressure tank, valves and hoses. A hose was led through a drilled hole in the filter 
housing and the fresh air door was closed when pulse was executed. No proper measuring 
was done on how successful the prototype was at cleaning the HD-filter, it was only made 
on a subjective level. The conclusion from this was that more research is worth doing 
within the area.  

Overpressure with an extra intake 
The third prototype tested is a solution used in tractors and harvesting machines, see 
chapter 4.6.1 Benchmarking. Having two separate circuits for the recirculation air and the 
fresh air. Having the recirculation circuit regulating temperature and wind velocity. The 
fresh air circuit is adding a smaller amount of air to create overpressure and keep CO2 
levels down. The positive points with this system is that overpressure prevent dust to be 
sucked in, through gaps or when windows and doors are opened, without changing the air 
velocity in the air ducts. It also makes the system more efficient because using more 
recirculated air creates less need of cooling or heating. 
The result and test data from this concept treated more temperatures and pressure inside 
cab and not dust collection and filter lifetime. A Scania engine filter and a standard HVAC 
blower was mounted on the roof of a cab, see figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17 – Prototype with an extra intake fan 
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5 List of requirements 
After defining all problems within the area of the desired subsystem an initial 
requirements specification could be set. The requirements on a subsystem level for the 
chosen filter cleaning system can be seen below in table 5.1. Most of the requirements 
are based on internal documents, see comments in the table, from the problem definition 
or from test performed during the thesis work. This list is stated to determine the 
requirements of the initial concept development. 

Table 5.1 - Requirements on subsystem level (filter cleaning system – air pulse) 

Requirement Weigh Unit Margin value Ideal value Comment 
Temperature 
Max. operational  
temperature 4 Celsius 80 90 Scania document TB1900 

Min. operational  
temperature 4 Celsius -40 -50 Scania document 2052531 

Sound 

Unpredictable  
Impulsive sound 2 dB 45 30 Impulsive ≤ 0,5 sec. 

Scania document 2033384 
Impulsive sound  
on command 2 dB / dB(A) 135 / 115 45 Swedish Work Environment 

Authority 
Service 
Water proof,  
Maximal pressure 2 bar 175 200 1 200 l/h with 30 cm to nozzle 

Scania document 2052531 
Water proof,  
Nominal pressure 4 bar 140 175 600 l/h with 20 cm to nozzle 

Scania document 2052531 

Time in between service 5 Duty cycles 100 1 000 Scania document 2711431 

Reliability, overall life 1 Duty cycles 10 000 15 000 At 80 degrees Celsius (15 years)  
Scania document 2052531 

Supplies 

Max supply of pressurized air 3 bar 13 8.5 Chapter 4.2.1 Pressurized air 

Max supply voltage 3 V 24 24 Chapter 4.2.2 Electrical current 

Size 

Area (1) 5 mm 400 / 240 / 130  Height / Width / Depth 
Chapter 4.3 Space 

Area (2) 5 mm 17 / 500 / 50  Height / Width / Depth 
Chapter 4.3 Space 

Area (3) 5 mm 230 / 203 / 45  Height / Width / Depth 
Chapter 4.3 Space 

Performance 

Filter cleaning  
performance 3 Pa -200 -600 Appendix 2 & 3 

Filter blockage 3 Pa 1 300 400 Appendix 2 & 3 

Min. airflow into cabin  5 kg/h 120 200 Appendix 3 concerning CO2-levels 
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6 Function Analysis 
The second step in the design process, after producing the design specification, is to 
determine the function and operands. This is done during the function analysis which will 
form the basis for the following concept phase. 

6.1 Black box 

Function analysis started with creating a black box diagram. The operand is the filter 
with status being dirty. The desired output state is a clean filter with the dirt separated. 
This creates the function or transformation of cleaning the filter. It is however not yet 
known if the input is a dirty filter, a clean one or somewhere in between. For that the input 
and function were reformulated to a “potentially dirty filter” and “clean filter when 
needed” to also include a part for evaluating the status of the operand. For the complete 
black box see figure 6.1.  
 

 

Figure 6.1 – Black box of desired core function 

6.2 Technical process block diagram  

According to Hubka [8], technical principles should be stated after the black box, 
becoming a base, giving a variation of different TP diagrams. From the black box a TP 
block diagram was directly derived during this project due to that the benchmarking and 
state of the art only suggested one technical process which agreed with the scope. Even 
if the brainstorming resulted in a big variation of technical principles, as seen in Appendix 
4. 
The result is established in three technical subsystems, TS1-TS3, in three different phases 
of operation. This can be seen in the TP block diagram, figure 6.2. The amount of dirt 
collected in the filter is negligible in relation to the dusty surroundings under the front 
hatch. Thus, the dust being output does not need to be taken into consideration. 

OutputFunctionInput

Potentially 
dirty filter

Clean filter 
when needed

Clean filter

Dirt
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Figure 6.2 – TP block diagram before concept generation  
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7 Concept 
After determining all desired transformations and how they interact with the operands a 
base for the concept phase was set. During this step, concepts was generated, evaluated 
and selected. 

7.1 Concept generation 

The concept generation phase includes brainstorming and an initial screening to narrow 
down the number of concepts to a manageable amount.  

7.1.1 Brainstorming 

Three different sessions of brainstorming were held, one for each technical subsystem, 
followed by a simple filtering where concepts deemed unrealistic or out of scope was 
rejected from future work. There was a total of 25 concepts. The complete result of 
brainstorming can be seen in Appendix 4. The concepts remaining for further work is 
presented in  table 7.1 to table 7.3 

Table 7.1 – Brainstorming of TS1, filter cleaning system  

TS1 – Clean filter 
No. Concept Comment 

1 Knock The filter is hit with a sudden force to knock off the dust 

2 Brush The filter is brushed off using a brush-head cleaning the filter 

3 Vibration The filter is vibrated to make the dust fall off 

4 
Air pulse The filter gets impacted from the back with a pulse of air which 

vibrates the filter to separate the dust from the filter and then 
blows it away 

5 Extra blower Mounting an extra blower to back-blow air through the filter, 
blowing away the dust 

6 Vacuum The filter gets cleaned using a vacuum cleaner sucking the dust off 
the filter 

7 Soundwave (bass) Low frequency soundwaves vibrate the dust to make it fall off the 
filter 

8 Ejector principle 
(Suction) 

Designing the air-inlet to utilize the ejector principle, removing the 
dust from the filter 

9 Redirect air from blower Redirecting the air from the blower to back-blow air through the 
filter, blowing the dust away 
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Table 7.2 – Brainstorming of TS2, system for analyzing the filter 

TS2 – Analyze filter 
No. Concept Comment 

1 Pressure Pressure drop over filter shows how much resistance there is in 
the filter, thus indicating the amount of dust in it 

2 
Airflow Measuring the airflow behind the filter shows how much 

resistance there is in the filter, thus indicating the amount of dust 
in it 

3 Carbon dioxide Carbon dioxide percentage within the cab identify how much air is 
entering the cab, indicating the amount of blockage in the filter 

4 Optical sensor Looking at the filter to identify how full of dust it is 

5 Mass (weight) Weighing the filter to see how much dust has been added  

6 Driver optical inspection Looking at the filter to identify how full of dust it is 

Table 7.3 – Brainstorming of TS3, system for signaling the driver 

TS3 - Signal driver 
No. Concept Comment 

1 Light in IP-cluster To alert the driver visually 
2 Message on display To alert the driver visually 
3 Sound signal To alert the driver audibly  
4 Vibration in wheel To alert the driver tactually 
5 Vibration in seat To alert the driver tactually 
6 Flag pops out in grill To alert the driver visually 

7.1.2 Screening 

The screening was made using Pugh-matrixes and the result is shown in Appendix 4. The 
four best concepts from TS1, and the three best of TS2 and of TS3 were selected for 
further studies, see table 7.4 to table 7.6. The nine criteria used and their weighting are 
listed below: 

• Practical: 20, Main function of this system is making the cleaning operation more 
practical 

• Environment: 18, One of Scania’s core values 
• Safety: 17, Human injury is not tolerated during normal use 
• Durable: 15, Core feature of system is creating less maintenance 
• Space demanding: 9, If it fits there is no limit, but available space is small 
• Cost: 7, Ranked low due to the product is only proof of concept 
• Manufacturability: 7, Ranked low due to the product is only proof of concept 
• Sound: 5, Ranked low due to hard to predict 
• Weight: 2, Ranked low due to the product is only proof of concept 
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Table 7.4 – Results of screening of TS1, filter cleaner system  

TS1 - Filter cleaner 

Rank Concept Score 

1 Redirect air from blower 100 

2 Vibration 27 

3 Knock 0 (Baseline) 

4 Air pulse -16 

Table 7.5 – Results of screening of TS2, system for analyzing the filter 

TS2 - Analysis of filter 

Rank Concept Score 

1 Driver optical inspection 21 

2 Pressure 0 (Baseline) 

3 Carbon dioxide -10 

Table 7.6 - Results of screening of TS3, system for signaling the driver 

TS3 - Signal driver 

Rank Concept Score 

1 Message on display 43 

2 Sound signal 23 

3 Light 0 (Baseline) 

7.2 Conceptual prototypes of cleaning systems 

Because of uncertainty regarding the difference in performance between the filter 
cleaning systems, conceptual prototypes were made of the four best concepts in the 
screening. This chapter contains a short presentation of each prototype built for the 
concept evaluation. To know more about all ingoing parts of each prototype, see 
Appendix 7. 

7.2.1 Air pulse 

The air pulse prototype consisted of a variable timer relay, an air tank, a pulse valve, a 
connecting air hose and three different nozzles or outlets, see figure 7.1. A wide variety 
of tests could then be carried out. Pressure in the air tank could be varied between 0 to 
100 psi and the duration of the pulse could be varied between 0.1 second to 100 hours. 
This could then be combined with three different outlets.  
The three different outlets were: two pipes with nozzles directed towards the filter, one 
with ⌀15 mm piping and one with ⌀20 mm. The third one was a ⌀16 mm hose directed 
90 degrees to not blow air straight towards the filter. Inlet was right beside the fresh air 
door. Note that tubes, wires and fittings are not included in the visualization seen in Figure 
7.1 on the following page. 
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Figure 7.1 – Overview of the air pulse conceptual prototype. 
Air tank (1) | Pulse valve (2) | Filter housing (3) 

 

7.2.2 Redirected fan 

The concept redirected fan was built using a standard Scania HVAC blower, mounted 
directly to the back side of the filter housing, see figure 7.2. The hole on the back side of 
the filter housing was positioned roughly where it would have been in a final 
implementation. Uneven surfaces were sealed off using clay to prevent leakage. The fan 
was only used on full speed. 

 

Figure 7.2 – Redirect fan prototype. 
HVAC-fan (1) | Filter Housing (2) 

7.2.3 Knock 

The concept based on the idea of shaking the filter clean with a hard hit was accomplished 
by hitting the filter housing with a hammer, see figure 7.3. To allow greater movements 
the filter housing was split along three sides, the top and its vertical sides. A gap of 
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approximately 6 mm along the split was made before sealing the gap with tape. The tape 
sealed the gap air tight but still allowed a fair amount of movement. 
The hits with the hammer were performed in two different directions, on frontside and on 
left/right side.  

 

Figure 7.3 – Knock prototype. 
Filter Housing (1) | Split (2) | Hammer (3) 

7.2.4 Vibration 

Vibration concept used a pneumatic turbine vibrator, used for cleaning screen filters, 
vibration tables or preventing adhesion in pipelines and silos. The vibrator was mounted 
in different locations and in different directions for the tests. To allow more movement 
and enable the vibrations to propagate to the filter the same kind of modification to the 
filter housing as in knock concept were done. A gap of approximately 6 mm along the top 
and its vertical sides was made and then sealed off with tape. 
The vibrator had a speed of 12,000 rpm and a centrifugal force of 2.6 kN when fed with 
6 bars of pressurized air.  

 

Figure 7.4 – Vibration prototype. 
Filter Housing (1) | Split (2) |Vibrator (3) 
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7.3 Concept evaluation and decision 

After finalizing the four cleaning device prototypes they were used to evaluate each of 
the principle’s performance. Because of the similarity in performance and the different 
weaknesses and strengths between the two best concepts, a risk assessment-based 
evaluation was used to make a final decision. When it comes to the selection of the 
systems for analyzing the filter and informing the driver, the decision was based on the 
screening. 

7.3.1 Performance based evaluation 

Evaluation started with physical tests, testing the cleaning system prototypes’ initial 
performance. Test was carried out to do a valuation based on cleaning performance of 
each concept to easier compare all of them, see Appendix 7. The dust test rig described 
in Appendix 5 were used during all the tests.  
At 3,200 Pa 0.4 seconds long, with 100 psi (6.9 bar) of pressure, air pulse was the best 
concept but with a 22 mm hose, not directed towards the filter, see table 7.7. It removed 
58 % of the dust. The second-best concept was redirecting the existing blower, which 
removed 34 %. For the complete sheet of data see Appendix 7. Vibration performed very 
poorly compared to the competition. Knock performed close to the redirected fan when 
hitting the whole front but had almost no effect when hitting it from the other sides.  
Worth noting in Appendix 7 is that a longer air pulse time had a negative effect on the 
cleaning ability. 

Table 7.7 – Portions of the results from concept testing at 3200 pascals 

Test object Initial 
pressure 

difference 
[Pa] 

Test pressure difference 
[Pa] Noise 

level 
[dB] Concept Version Before After % 

Knock Whole front (hammer) 1000 3200 2430 24 93 

Vibration Top longitudinal 960 3200 2790 13 81 

Redirect fan 100% PWM 950 3200 2100 34 73 

Air pulse 
100 psi 0.4s 20mm closed 
fresh air door (directed nozzle) 

750 3200 1400 56 104 

100 psi 0.4s 22 mm (hose) 800 3200 1340 58 104 

 

7.3.2 Risk assessment-based evaluation 

To not only base the final decision on performance, risk analyses were done to the two 
best performing cleaning system concepts. This is because the other two concepts had 
significant less performance. The two remaining concepts both had great strengths when 
looking at the screening and Pugh-matrixes, so a decision based on only performance 
would not have been justified. 
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The risk assessment consisted of making risk list together with personnel from the 
department performing risk assessments at Scania. The risk list was used to list initial 
risks, giving them a probability and severity according to the criteria in Appendix 8, to 
compare the two concepts. 
The three highest scoring risk for each concept is presented in table 7.8 and table 7.9. 
From the tables the redirected fan had more high scoring risks. It had one risk having the 
highest probability and one risk with the highest noted severity compared to air pulse. See 
Appendix 8 for the complete risk assessment. 

Table 7.8 – The greatest risks of the redirected fan concept 

No Risk, effect, comment Probability Severity P×S Risk 
source 

1 

Risk: Door to redirect air stuck open 
Effect: No fresh air into cab - high carbon dioxide 
levels, no heating or cooling 
Comment: Opened door means cleaning mode 

4 9 36 Tech 

2 

Risk: Door to redirect air stuck half open 
Effect: Poor HVAC performance and no cleaning 
performance 
Comment: Opened door means cleaning mode 

3 7 21 Tech 

3 
Risk: Not designed for optimal airflow in HVAC 
Effect: Loss in efficiency, uneconomic 

7 3 21 Design 

Table 7.9 – The greatest risks of the air pulse concept 

No Risk, effect, comment Probability Severity P×S Risk 
source 

1 

Risk: Pressure in system becomes too high or too 
focused 
Effect: Valve breaks, blows hole in filter, damages 
HVAC unit 
Comment: probably break fresh air door in HVAC, air 
into tank is pressure regulated through a pressure 
regulator.  

3 8 24 Tech 

2 
Risk: Fresh air door cannot handle the pressure 
Effect: Dust blows into cab, may brake parts 
Comment: Only in case of dust ingression 

4 5 20 Tech 

3 
Risk: Air tank brakes 
Effect: Explosion with potential resulting injury 

1 
 

9 9 Tech 

7.3.3 Concept decision 

When combining both evaluation methods above, performance and risk based, the safest 
concept for cleaning the filter is also the best performing one. The final decision was 
therefore to continue with the air pulse concept. Since the air pulse is a standalone system, 
a component failure does not intrude on HVAC performance, thus eliminating the most 
critical risks of redirecting the air.  
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In the performance tests the redirected air prototype performed as well as that concept 
possibly can perform with the changes to the HVAC allowed within this project. This is 
because the HVAC-fan’s outlet in the prototype was mounted directly on the back of the 
filter housing. Thus, not suffering from any performance losses potentially created by the 
flaps redirecting the air. This meant that there were no room for further performance 
improvement of the concept, contrary to the air pulse concept which can be modified in 
many ways to increase performance. To get a deeper insight in this decision, see the 
discussion in Appendix 7 and Appendix 8. 

Regarding the system for analyzing the filter, the best concept in the screening was that 
the driver should inspect the filter. This is however not a viable solution due to practicality 
and the objective of the project; decreasing the need for maintenance. The second-best 
option was measuring the air resistance of the filter through pressure drop over the filter. 
Therefore, the technical principle to use pressure to analyze the restriction in the filter 
was selected. A pressure sensor is used to determine if the filter is dirty by measuring the 
pressure drop over the filter.  

To signal the driver the best concept in the screening, to inform the driver via a display, 
was selected. The second-best concept was to inform the driver through a sound signal, 
this can be combined with the display for redundancy. 
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8 Preliminary layout  
After choosing a final concept a new TP block diagram could be established and the 
technical system could be drawn.  

8.1 Technical system 

In order to make a complete TP diagram, the technical principle had to be chosen. Hence 
this could only be done after first making the concept selection. This resulted in a total of 
five technical subsystems, see figure 8.1. Notice that TS1 have changed name from earlier 
TP diagrams, in chapter 6.2 Technical process block diagram, from “clean filter” to 
“release air”. This decribes all core functions needed  for the system. 

 

Figure 8.1 – TP block diagram over final concept 

Complete system consists of:  

• TS1 – Release the air to create an air pulse that first shake the filter and after blows 
air through it 

• TS2 – A system to analyze the restriction in the filter and to tell when the filter is 
dirty 

• TS3 – Inform the driver when the filter is dirty and ready to be cleaned 
• TS4 – Store a specific volume of compressed air to be released during the pulse 
• TS5 – Regulation of pulse time and number of pulses in one cleaning cycle 
• HuS – Human system, needs to manually change the filter when the filter no 

longer can be cleaned 
Pressurized air is taken from the truck internal air system, from the auxiliary circuit which 
have a pressure of 8.5 bars. The air needs a separate storage, locally, because of the small 
supply hoses used and to accumulate enough air for the pulse. The electric current is also 
supplied from the truck and powers an electric controller unit. The controller unit is 
supposed to control the pulse time, process the information from analyzing the filter to 
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decide when to inform the driver. The driver is then informed that the cleaning sequence 
can or should be started.  
Figure 8.2 shows the schematics of the implementation of the concept and how all the 
different parts are connected.  

 

Figure 8.2 – Schematics over final concept 

All ingoing components are established and the requirements for each of them can be 
seen in chapter 8.8 Component requirements. The area available for placement can be 
seen in figure 8.3. 

 

Figure 8.3 – Scania with HAI engine filter, potentially available space is highlighted 
and numbered [17] 

8.2 Release air – Pulse valve 

The concept is based on the idea to release a large amount of air on the clean side of the 
filter, flowing through the filter in reverse. This creates a shockwave that shakes the filter 
and at the same time blows air through it to remove the dust particles. For this 
implementation a pulse valve is desired that releases air in short durations to create the 
pulses.  

1 

2 3 
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Pulse valves can be found with two different remotes, air or solenoid. Solenoid is 
preferred to mitigate the number of components and a second valve to remote the pulse 
action. Table 8.2 in chapter 8.8 Component requirements contains a list of requirements 
set to attain the desired implementation.  

8.3 Analyze filter – Pressure sensor 

A pressure sensor was chosen to analyze filter blockage by measuring the pressure drop 
created by the filter. Compared to the atmospheric pressure the relative pressure behind 
the filter is lower, negative. According to the tests in Appendix 6 a maximum pressure 
drop of 1600 Pa can be reached as the filter gets filled with dust. A new filter creates a 
pressure drop of 400 Pa. For list of requirements, see Table 8.3. 

8.4 Inform driver – Screen  

The technical solutions to inform the driver via a display and through a sound signal was 
chosen. The components for both systems are already fitted in the cab and can be used. 
The driver shall be informed when a specific level of dust or blockage of the filter is 
reached to let the driver decide if the air pulse should be activated. 

8.5 Store air – Air tank 

The most common way to store air is via a constant volume storage. It consists of a fixed 
volume which contains air at a variable pressure. Constant pressure vessels also exist but 
are rarely used for this kind of implementation. 
Inlet to port is preferably threaded with M22x1.5 to fit Scania standard fitting and to 
enable connection with the tubing on the truck. The outgoing port shall have a 
corresponding thread to directly fit the pulse valve. For list of requirements, see table 8.4. 

8.5.1 Air tank sizing 

The tanks size depends a lot on the fitment. According to Appendix 10 there is a small 
performance drop when using a volume of 1- or 1.6 liters in comparison to 3 liters.  
If the valve is placed in area (1) on top of the air tank, see figure 8.3, there is an available 
height of 400 mm. This results in a largest possible cylinder-volume of 5.3 liters with a 
single air tank. Alternatively, two 4.5-liter cylindrical tanks, giving a combined total 
volume of 9 liters, with the depth and height being the restricting factors. Area (2), see 
Figure 8.3, can just contain a maximum volume of 0.28 liters.  
Because of the shape of the available space in area (3), there is a very limited amount of 
usable space for cylindrical air tanks, see chapter 4.3.4 Available space. The maximum 
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available volume would result in four tanks with different volumes and measurements 
with a total volume of 1.69 liters, see table 8.1.  

Table 8.1 – Area (3): maximum possible tank volume in available space 

Tank # Diameter [⌀mm] Height [mm] Volume [l] 

1 66 230 0.79 

2 50 230 0.45 

3 40 230 0.29 

4 30 230 0.16 

Total 1.69 

8.6 Regulate pulse time – Controller unit 

The regulation of pulse time should be controlled through a controller unit. The controller 
can be specific for the system or integrated in an already existing one fitted in the truck. 
Its purpose is to register the signal from the pressure gauge and when a specified pressure 
drop is reached send a signal to the driver to actuate the cleaning. Then, on the driver’s 
command, the controller unit is going to start the cleaning sequence by sending a time-
regulated signal to open the pulse valve during a specified time and interval.  

8.7 Fitment 

The pulse valve can be fitted in either area (1) or in area (3), see Figure 8.3. The valve 
just barely fits into area (3), this placement would implicate making some bespoke 
fastening elements within the filter housing to keep it in place. Fitment in area (3) also 
implies making two holes in the filter housing; one hole for the incoming air, and one 
hole for the exiting air into the area behind the filter media.  
Placing the valve in area (1) means the valve can be mounted directly on the tank if it is 
placed in the same area. Placing the valve on the tank would mean it does not need any 
additional fastening elements, it would also result in a more efficient airflow in the 
system. This is because it has the least amount of bends in the hosing and the least amount 
of needed design changes on the filter housing. If the air tank is placed within area (3) 
there is no other room for the valve than in area (1). Since the valve is placed between the 
air tank and the final nozzle, this placement would implicate a much longer hose routing 
following the air tank than in the other two cases, thus resulting in a bad airflow.  
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8.8 Component requirements 

The different component requirements are presented in the following tables. 

Table 8.2 – List of requirements for pulse valve 

Requirement Unit Margin value Ideal value Comment 

Max. working pressure Bar 8.5 13 Chapter 4.2.1 Pressurized air 

Remote voltage V 24 24 Chapter 4.2.2 Electrical current 

Connection Thread G3/4” M22x1.5 Margin is most commonly found. 
Ideal is Scania standard. 

Max. operational 
temperature ⁰C 80 90 Scania document TB1900 

Min. operational 
temperature ⁰C -40 -50 Scania document 2052531 

Max. height mm 90 90 Based on fitment in Area (3) 

Table 8.3 – List of requirements for pressure sensor 

Requirement Unit Margin value Ideal value Comment 

Max. measurable 
relative pressure  mbar -2 0 See Appendix 6 

Min. measurable 
relative pressure mbar -20 -30 See Appendix 6 

Supply voltage V 24 24 Chapter 4.2.2 Electrical current 

Max. operational 
temperature ᵒC 80 90 Scania document TB1900 

Min. operational 
temperature ᵒC -40 -50 Scania document 2052531 

Table 8.4 – List of requirements for air tank 

Requirement Unit Margin value Ideal value Comment 

Max. working pressure  bar 8.5 13 Chapter 4.2.1 Pressurized air 

Connection in Thread M22x1.5 M22x1.5 Scania standard 

Connection out Thread G3/4” M22x1.5 Margin is most commonly found. 
Ideal is Scania standard. 

Max. length mm 310 310 Height of Area (1) excluding the 
added size of the pulse valve 

Max. diameter ⌀ mm 130 130 Based on the depth of Area (1) 
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9 Final list of requirements 
After selecting concept and technical principle, a final list of requirements was concluded 
from the preliminary layout. This list was used as a basis for the concept development 
and validation. 

Table 9.1 - Requirements on subsystem level 

Requirement Weigh Unit Margin 
value 

Ideal 
value Comment 

Temperature 
Max. operational  
temperature 4 ᵒC 80 90 Scania document TB1900 

Min. operational  
temperature 4 ᵒC -40 -50 Scania document 2052531 

Sound 
Unpredictable  
impulsive sound 2 dB 45 30 Impulsive ≤ 0,5 sec. 

Scania document 2033384 
Impulsive sound  
on command 2 dB(C) / 

dB(A) 135 / 115 - / 45 Swedish Work Environment 
Authority 

Service 

Water proof,  
Maximal pressure 2 bar 175 200 

1 200 l/h with 30 cm to 
nozzle 
Scania document 2052531 

Water proof,  
Nominal pressure 4 bar 140 175 600 l/h with 20 cm to nozzle 

Scania document 2052531 
Time in between 
service 5 Duty cycles 100 1 000 Scania document 2711431 

Reliability, overall 
life 1 Duty cycles 10 000 15 000 

At 80 degrees Celsius (15 
years)  
Scania document 2052531 

Supplies 
Max. working 
pressure 5 bar 8.5 13 Chapter 4.2.1 Pressurized air 

Supply voltage 5 V 24 24 Chapter 4.2.2 Electrical 
current 

Size 

Max. size 5 mm 400 / 240 / 
130 - Height / Width / Depth 

Chapter 4.3 Space 
Tank volume 2 Liters 1 3 Appendix 10 

Cleaning Performance 

Allowed max. filter 
blockage 3 Pa 936 - 

*Premium HVAC at fan 
speed stp. 9, Appendix 2, 
Appendix 3 & Appendix 6 
 

Filter restriction 
removal at max. 
blockage 

5 Pa 200 500 At fan speed stp. 9 
Appendix 3 

Allowed min. 
airflow into cabin  5 m3/h 120 200 Appendix 3, according to 

CO2-levels 
 
 



Final list of requirements 
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10 Suggested implementation 
The air pulse system can be integrated into a truck in a variety of ways. To find the most 
suitable implementation in the current generation Scania-trucks, the usable space was 
taken into consideration together with the properties of the components as well as suitable 
connectors for the electricity and the pneumatics. 

10.1 Packaging 

When designing the packaging of the different components the available space in chapter 
4.3 Space was taken into consideration. Placement is suggested to be according to the 
chapter 8 Preliminary layout with both tank and valve positioned in area (1). This layout 
works for all combinations of trucks except the ones equipped with the front air intake. 
However, the piping needs to be different depending on RHD and LHD trucks.  

10.1.1 Tubing 

The tubing is very dependable on space and moving parts. The area above the filter 
housing is allocated by the windshield wiper mechanism, except for Area (2), see chapter 
4.3.4 Available space. The tubing between the pulse valve and the inlet in the filter 
housing needs to be routed past the coolant reservoir, the cab dampers and the front hatch 
gas strut, see Figure 10.1. 
On a LHD truck the hose needs to be routed above the gas struts to not be pinched between 
the strut and the cab damper. With the premise that the reservoir can be modified with a 
deeper groove across the front of it. The hose can be routed above both the front hatch 
strut and the cab damper and then across the reservoir straight into the top side of the filter 
housing, see figure 10.1. If the reservoir cannot be modified there is not enough room 
between it and the front hatch to mount a hose across it. In that case, the hose can 
alternatively be routed above the reservoir, entering the filter housing from the top as seen 
in Figure 10.2. 
On RHD trucks, the gas struts and cab dampening still need to be crossed. But the 
reservoir is moved to the left side to make space for the break cylinder instead, resulting 
in more room for the tubing. However, the piping to the brake pedal cylinder is not 
allowed to be scuffed, which implicates a need for another routing. This means that 
another hose needs to be used for RHD trucks than for LHD trucks. The shortest route is 
to put the hose underneath the brake pedal cylinder, entering the filter housing at the top 
left side as in the suggestion for LHD, see figure 10.1 and figure 10.3. The alternative 
tubing for the LHD cannot be made on the RHD because of the wiper mechanism seen 
above the top left portion of the filter housing in figure 10.3. 
The alternative tubing on the LHD trucks would generate in two different inlet designs 
and as a result, two different versions of filter housings. This would however mean that 
the reservoir can remain unaltered. 
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Figure 10.1 – Suggested packaging on an LHD 
Dampers (1) | Gas struts (2) | Coolant reservoir (3) 

 

Figure 10.2 – Alternative tubing on an LHD 

 

Figure 10.3 – Suggested packaging on an RHD 

3 
 2 

1 
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10.1.2 Pressure sensor 

There is an empty area on the passenger side of the housing to the recirculation doors on 
the HVAC, see figure 10.4. This area can be used to fit a pressure sensor, and there is an 
area inside the HVAC in the same area as well, free from the recirculation doors 
movement, see figure 10.5. With the suggested placement does the pressure sensors inlet 
position approximately 90⁰ relative the airflow direction. A positive aspect with this 
placement is that when closing the fresh air door, the air pulse will not affect the sensor 
and mitigate the risks of damaging it.  
The placement is suitable for a variety of pressure sensors and sizes. If the sensor is too 
large to fit in the area, the same position can be used to mount a hose and place the sensor 
in a remote location from the HVAC.  

 

Figure 10.4 – Suggested fitment of pressure sensor (1), viewed from the side  

 

Figure 10.5 – Suggested fitment of pressure sensor (1), viewed from the front 

1 

1 
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10.1.3 Indicator & switch 

To visually indicate the filters status, a screen is to be used. This is best implemented via 
the already existing display in the driver’s instrument cluster where most other warnings 
and messages to the driver are displayed. The switch to actuate the cleaning device can 
be integrated with the cluster of navigation buttons as well. Confirming or postponing the 
filter cleaning sequence using the buttons placed on the steering wheel for ease of access 
and use. 

10.1.4 Controller unit 

In order to receive, process and send signals from the pressure sensor, to and from the 
driver, and finally to the pulse valve a controller unit must be used. As a suggestion the 
controller should be integrated in an existing controller unit, such as the one already used 
to control the HVAC-unit. This implementation would enable control over the system 
without any additional components having to be developed, just some modifications to 
the software. 

10.1.5 Nozzle 

The suggested solution for the nozzle is to just use the hose as an inlet since the 
performance is on par, or better than the alternative variants, see Appendix 10. Just using 
the hose is the least complex and least expensive alternative since it removes one potential 
component.  
To verify the performance of different nozzles, final tests in a lab environment were 
performed. This verification is described in more detail in the following chapter 11 Proof 
of concept. When comparing the initial concept screening lab tests and the final tests, 
using just the hose in both test environments, there was a difference in cleaning 
performance between the two, see Appendix 7 and Appendix 10. This indicates that the 
placement of the inlet is more important than the shape of the nozzle. The inlet placement, 
however, is limited to the layout of the tubing as seen in 10.1.1 Tubing. 

10.2 Supply of electricity and pressurized air  

Main source of electricity should be taken from the fuse box at the passenger’s foot area 
under the IP.  Due to the need of pressurized air the system only needs to be powered 
during the time ignition is on or the engine running.  
Pressurized air can be taken from a distribution block placed under the front hatch, next 
to the brake pedal cylinder. ⌀6 mm hose can then be used supply the tank with air. This 
distribution block is used for axillary component such as seats, steering wheel and horn. 
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10.3 Trigger level 

In order to decide the best suitable point for when cleaning the filter, an analysis of the 
CO2-levels within a truck cab were conducted. A worst-case scenario using two persons 
seated in the truck was used. The test showed that a fresh air-flow into the cab with a 
minimum of between 87 to 123 m3/h is required not to exceed the limits set by the 
Swedish Work Environment Authority, see Appendix 3. At the commonly used fan speed, 
step 4, this airflow corresponds to a blockage level of 70 %, see Appendix 2.  
A blockage level of 70 % at fan speed step 9 when using a premium HVAC-unit 
corresponds to a pressure drop of 936 Pa as shown in figure 10.6. This pressure drop of 
936 Pa, at fan speed step 9, is regarded as the most suitable as a trigger level since it 
ensures that the CO2-levels never exceed the regulations. 

 

Figure 10.6 – Result of the pressure drop test in the dust rig 

To convert these pressure drops to different flows can equation (2.1) described in chapter 
2.1.2 Pressure difference be used, with some modification. The air flow is used to 
calculate the resistance coefficient, instead of air velocity. First the air resistance 
coefficient, β, is set for each blockage, see table 10.1. The resistance coefficient can then 
be used to calculate the pressure drop for a wide range of air flows at 70 % blockage, see 
table 10.2. The air flows for each fan step, at 70 % blockage, are collected from tests in 
Appendix 2, with a premium HVAC-unit. 
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Table 10.1 - Resistance coefficient for different levels of blockage 

Blockage Resistance coefficient [Pa ∙ m3/h] 

0 % 0.78 

20 % 0.88 

30 % 0.89 

40 % 1.06 

50 % 1.23 

60 % 1.52 

70 % 2.20 

80 % 3.38 

90 % 5.81 

 

Table 10.2 – Pressure drops at 70 % blockage with all fan speeds 

Fan speed step Air flow [m3/h] Pressure drop [Pa] 

1 17 37 

2 46 101 

3 85 187 

4 125 275 

5 174 382 

6 232 510 

7 291 639 

8 345 758 

9 426 936 
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11 Proof of concept 
To test the concept a prototype was built to verify and validate the work, first in a lab 
environment and then fitted on a truck. The proof of concept was made as close to the 
suggested implementation as possible without making any modifications to other systems 
in the truck, such as the coolant reservoir and the existing controller units. Thus, the 
alternative tubing described in chapter 10.1.1 Tubing was used when fitting the prototype 
in the truck for the final validation. 

11.1 Components 

List of components used for the proof of concept. Full specification of all components 
can be found in Appendix 9. 

11.1.1 Pulse valve 

The same type of pulse valve used in the conceptual prototypes during the concept phase 
will be used. The markets have been explored and all alternatives with the required 
performance have the same specifications and roughly the same outer dimensions.  
Chosen pulse valve is a Series 353 solenoid valve from ASCO Numatics. It has outer 
dimensions of 113x75x89 mm (Height x Depth x Width). 

11.1.2 Pressure sensor 

The pressure sensors for measuring the pressure drop in lab and in truck were different. 
For measuring atmospheric pressure and pressure behind the filter in lab, two Keller 
Series 35X pressure sensors were used. 
In truck, one differential pressure sensor, Keller PRD-33 X, was fitted. The sensor was 
connected through tubing to the filter housing and the recirculation housing as suggested 
in 10.1.2 Pressure sensor. 

11.1.3 Screen 

The pressure sensor’s values were read with a laptop PC connected to the pressure 
sensors. To read and log the sensor’s values a software and hardware described in 
Appendix 2 was used. The values were read frequently and when a designated value was 
reached, the air pulse system was activated.  
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11.1.4 Air tank 

The air tank used was built at Scania, according to directives of pressure vessels. The tank 
measures 300x⌀115 mm and have a volume of 2,55 liters. A G1/4” thread and a G3/4” 
thread each in one end. 

11.1.5 Controller unit 

In the proof of concept, the controller unit was very simplified compared to the one 
described in chapter 10.1.4 Controller unit. To regulate the pulse time, a timing relay, 
Crouzet MLR1, was used as a manual controller together with the information from the 
laptop PC and software used to indicate the need for cleaning. The timing relay was 
selected for its small dimensions, ease of use and fulfillment of the necessary 
specifications. 

11.2 Verification 

Off-the-shelf components were selected to meet the requirements, designed and 
manufactured parts were tested in the lab.  

11.2.1 Supply of pressurized air and electricity 

For verification of the proof of concept different sources of air and electricity had to be 
used during lab testing and when mounted in the truck. For implementation in truck see 
chapter 11.3.1 Installation and appearance. 
In order to fill the air tank to the required level in the lab, a pressure regulator was used 
to regulate the 14-bar air system in the building down to desired 8.5-bar pressure. The air 
was then connected to the tank with a ⌀8 mm hose. The timing relay was fed with 24 V 
from a 24 V wall socket supplied in the lab. 

11.2.2 Nozzles 

In order to verify the decision to only use the hose as a nozzle, as described in chapter 10 
Suggested implementation, an analysis was performed in lab. During the analysis, the 
performance of four different nozzles was tested. Three pipes, ⌀20 mm 250 mm long, 
with different hole patterns were compared with just using the hose. The hole patterns 
used was one slotted pipe, holes spread evenly over the whole pipe and holes directed to 
the bottom and top of the filter frame. All nozzles were mounted in the same position. To 
see more information on all nozzles, see Appendix 10. 
The best performing nozzles was both the evenly spread holes and the slotted one, both 
of which removed 86% of the restriction created by the dust. A solution performing 
almost as good was just letting the hose straight in to the filter housing, removing 85%. 
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The last nozzle with the directed holes removed only 80%. This verifies the decision to 
not design and implement a specific nozzle and use the hose. 

11.2.3 Air tank  

The air tank and tank mounting was the only manufactured component for this project. 
The tank was tested at the department of braking performance which carries out all the 
testing of air tanks at Scania. It was tested to withstand 14 bars of pressure.  
To determine if the volume of the 2.55-liter concept tank is sufficient, a number of tests 
were carried out with a 1-, 1.6-, and a 3-liter tank for comparison, see Appendix 10. The 
tests showed that the 2.55-liter tank is sufficient since the difference in performance 
between the 3-liter and 1.6-liter tanks are small and no larger tank than 3 liters could be 
fitted.  

11.3 Validation 

After verifying all individual parts and technical systems the complete system was 
mounted in a truck. The truck used for validation were a LHD G-series sleeper cab with 
the XT package, equipped with a standard HVAC-unit and a ACC controller unit. Test 
preformed in the truck were validation on how the analyzing of filter worked, sound 
levels, cleaning performance, a subjective assessment and how the fitment were.   

11.3.1 Installation and appearance  

Making the system fit in the truck was a crucial part of the proof of concept. This is 
because of the proof of concept prototype is very similar to the suggested implementation 
and the system needs to fit in order to be used. 
The suggested alternative tubing was used in the proof of concept. It was found to be the 
best without modifying any existing parts mounted on the truck, except for making an 
inlet for the tube carrying the pulse and an outlet for the differential pressure sensor. The 
complete implementation can be seen in figure 11.1 and figure 11.2. 
The electricity and pressurized air were supplied from the truck’s internal systems. The 
relay was placed inside the cab, connected to a 24 V outlet in the IP. Pressurized air was 
taken from the distribution block, suggested in chapter 10.2, Supply of electricity and 
pressurized air, located next to the brake cylinder. Connection was made via a ⌀6 mm 
hose. 
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Figure 11.1 – Placement and routing in proof of concept 

 

Figure 11.2 – Air pulse system mounted in truck 

11.3.2 Validation of system analyzing the filter 

Since the system for measuring pressure drop already been verified in lab environment, 
but without the blower in the HVAC this had to be validated, see result in figure 11.3.  
The result was not the same comparing the test in lab and in the truck, see Appendix 6. 
The data used in the lab were based on tests performed on a truck with a premium 
HVAC while the final validation was performed in a truck equipped with a standard 
HVAC. 
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Figure 11.3 – Result from the pressure drop test in truck with standard HVAC-unit 

11.3.3 Validation of sound levels 

To emulate different everyday scenarios the sound levels were measured in eight different 
positions, as seen in figure 11.4. The sound levels were measured with A- and C-
weightings, see table 11.1 for data. The highest sound levels were measured just in front 
of the front hatch, in position 3, to 121.4 dB(C) and 105.9 dB(A). These levels are within 
the legislation of 135 dB(C) and 115 dB(A) for impulsive sounds.  

 

Figure 11.4 – Points of measurement of sound levels from air pulse system 

Table 11.1 – Measurements of sound levels from air pulse system 

Number Position LpCpeak [dB(C)] LpAFmax [dB(A)] 
1 Driver’s seat 110.8 92.8 
2 Passenger’s seat 109.7 93.2 
3 Just outside front hatch 121.4 105.9 
4 Outside driver’s door 108.3 85.1 
5 Outside passenger’s door 104.6 86.9 
6 Offset one meter from the left front corner 114.0 95.9 
7 Offset one meter from the right front corner 104.4 94.0 
8 Four meters distance from the front hatch 106.9 92.6 
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11.3.4 Validation of performance 

The air pulse prototype was tested in the truck by installing dusty filters and using the 
prototype to clean them. The pressure drop was measured over the filter before and after 
cleaning, the results can be seen in Table 11.2. Filters primed with dust in the dust rig 
were used for validation. A pressure drop of 820-1000 Pa were reached, corresponding 
to 80 to 100 % blockage on a standard HVAC a fan speed step 9 according to Appendix 
6. This is the equivalent to an average cleaning performance of 50 % when compared to 
the initial pressure drop over a new filter.  In lab when using the values for the premium 
HVAC-unit, the filter cleaning device managed to decrease the pressure drop down to 
650-770 Pa, corresponding to 60 to 80 % blockage. For reference this is the equivalent 
to an average cleaning performance of 86 % when compared to the initial pressure drop 
over a new filter, see Appendix 10. 

Table 11.2 - Performance of air pulse concept mounted in a truck 

Test # Initial pressure difference [Pa] Before [Pa] After [Pa] Cleaning [%] 
1 520 1000 770 46 
2 430 850 650 48 
3 480 860 700 42 
4 520 850 700 46 
5 550 860 670 61 
6 550 820 700 44 
7 550 950 710 60 
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12 Risk assessment 
A risk assessment was performed on the final concept. This risk assessment is based on 
the method described in 3.6.1 Scania concept risk assessment. This was performed by the 
thesis’ workers. Criteria used for classifying the risk are the ones presented in Appendix 
8. 
The risk assessment is used to find improvements on the current design for further 
development of the system.  

Table 12.1 – Risk assessment of air pulse concept 

No. Risk, effect and comment 
Pr
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Action description 

Fe
as

ib
ili

ty
 

Design 

1 

Risk: Increased soiling on surrounding 
components 
Effect: Engine radiator lose performance. 
Dust absorbs moist which lead to rust.  

8 2 16 Move Driver cleans the dusty area 
during regular maintenance 

10 

2 
Risk: Not designed for optimal airflow 
Effect: Loss in efficiency, uneconomic, 
poor or none cleaning effect 

7 2 14 Reduce Redesign using simulations 4 

3 

Risk: Too noisy 
Effect: May effect work environment, 
annoyance 
Comment: Should not affect noise 
certificate 

7 2 14 Reduce Develop a nozzle to reduce 
sound level or lower the 
pressure, both can impact 
cleaning performance 

5 

Cost 

4 
Risk: Cost exceeds service costs 
Effect: Not sellable 

1 9 9 Accept Develop a cheaper alternative 6 

Function 

5 

Risk: Leakage in tank 
Effect: May empty auxiliary air pressure 
system, poor cleaning 

3 4 12 Reduce Put a ball valve before air tank 
to manually disable the air to 
the system. System loses 
function. 

10 

6 
Risk: Air tank brakes 
Effect: Explosion with potential resulting 
injury 

1 9 9 Reduce Put a safety valve on the air 
tank 

10 

7 
Risk: Fresh air door cannot handle the 
pressure 
Effect: Air blows into cab 

7 2 14 Reduce Change placement of nozzle 
or redesign nozzle 

3 

8 
Risk: Leakage after valve 
Effect: Poor cleaning 

3 4 12 Move Test at service. Repair when 
needed. 

10 

9 

Risk: Pressure in system becomes too 
high or too concentrated 
Effect: Valve breaks, blows hole in filter, 
damages HVAC unit 

2 8 16 Reduce Put a safety valve on the air 
tank 

10 
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10 
Risk: Pressure in system becomes too low 
Effect: Poor cleaning 

3 4 12 Accept Problem comes from another 
system 

10 

11 
Risk: Pressure sensor brakes 
Effect: Will not detect fully loaded filter 
and CO2-levels gets too high 

3 6 18 Accept Repair when needed 10 

12 

Risk: System detects fully loaded filter 
too early  
Effect: Cleans the filter too often which 
creates wear and tear, driver get 
disturbed 

4 3 12 Reduce Design surveillance system to 
detect abnormally short 
cleaning intervals 

8 

13 
Risk: System detects fully loaded filter 
too late 
Effect: CO2-levels gets too high 

4 6 24 Reduce Use CO2-sensor to detect high 
CO2-levels 

6 

14 

Risk: Valve breaks 
Effect: Leakage from auxiliary air 
pressure circuit, may cause bad 
ergonomics due to inability to regulate 
seat and steering wheel positions 

3 4 12 Reduce Put a ball valve before air tank 
to manually disable the air to 
the system. System loses 
function. 

10 

15 
Risk: Valve stuck closed 
Effect: No cleaning 

3 4 12 Accept Repair when needed 10 

16 

Risk: Valve stuck open 
Effect: Blows air into cab, empties 
auxiliary circuit, may cause bad 
ergonomics due to inability to regulate 
seat and steering wheel positions 

2 5 10 Reduce Put a ball valve before air tank 
to manually disable the air to 
the system. System loses 
function. 

10 
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13 Results 
In this chapter the results from the suggested implementation and the proof of concept are 
gathered and compiled together with the performance data from the validation.  
After doing weight-matrixes, performance test and risk assessments a concept was 
chosen. A final decision was made to use an air pulse, released on the clean side of the 
filter, that shakes and blows through the filter to release and remove dust collected in the 
filter. The concept is shown as a schematic chart in figure 13.1. 
 

 

Figure 13.1 – Schematics over concept 

13.1 Suggested implementation 

The vehicles fitted with the air pulse system will be specified for heavy duty-conditions 
with HAI-engine air intakes. The final suggested implementation is to mount the air tank 
in the mounting holes where the front engine air intake usually is mounted, see figure 
13.2 and figure 13.3. The pulse valve will be mounted directly on top of the air tank to 
save space and make the routing as short as possible for optimum air flow. It is also 
suggested that changes should be done to three different components. These are: the 
expansion tank which needs a slightly deeper groove in it to accommodate the hose, a 
hole in the filter housing for the nozzle inlet, and a hole in the recirculation housing for 
the pressure sensor, see figure 13.4. By doing these three changes the air pulse system 
can be fitted to all new Scania trucks using a HAI-engine air intake. As a nozzle, the hose 
should be used as an inlet to the filter housing. This eliminates one extra part, saving 
weight, money and complexity while performing almost as good as a dedicated nozzle 
would. 
For requirements regarding the system, see chapter 9 Final list of requirements. A risk 
assessment and a suggested action for each risk can be seen in chapter 12 Risk assessment. 
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Figure 13.2 – Suggested packaging on an LHD 

 

Figure 13.3 – Suggested packaging on an RHD 

 

Figure 13.4 – Suggested fitment of pressure sensor (1), viewed from the front 

1 
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13.1.1 Trigger level 

The trigger level is when the system should alert the driver. This should be done at a 
pressure drop point before high carbon dioxide levels are reached. This point is set at 70 
% of blockage when using a commonly used fan speed, step 4. Pressure drops for  
70 % of blockage for all fan speeds are presented in table 13.1. At these levels, for each 
fan speed, it is suggested to alert the driver, who can initiate the air pulse system. 

Table 13.1 – Pressure drops at 70 % blockage with different fan speeds 

Fan speed step Air flow [m3/h] Pressure drop [Pa] 

1 17 37 

2 46 101 

3 85 187 

4 125 275 

5 174 382 

6 232 510 

7 291 639 

8 345 758 

9 426 936 

13.2 Proof of concept 

The proof of concept was based on the suggested implementation, however, since the 
expansion tank was not modifiable within the existing resources, the hose got a slightly 
different routing on top of it instead of in front of it. This resulted in an inlet on top of the 
filter housing, instead of from the side. The proof of concept did not utilize any special 
nozzles within the filter housing, just using the end of the hose as a nozzle. 

 

Figure 13.5 – Placement and routing in proof of concept 
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Figure 13.6 – Air pulse system mounted in truck 

13.3 Performance 

The performance of the air pulse system and the factors of comfort will be presented in 
the following text. 

13.3.1 Cleaning performance 

When the filter is blocked 80 to 100% with dust, the proof of concept manages to clean 
the filter down to a pressure drop corresponding to 60-80 % blockage when mounted in 
a truck. Tests in lab with another position of the nozzle, just as the one in the suggested 
implementation, were executed. The tests in the lab managed to perform better than in the 
truck. Starting at a blockage corresponding to 100%, it removed dust down to 60-70 % of 
blockage.  
To put these numbers in perspective, the pressure drop after cleaning can be compared to 
the filter’s pressure drop when new. This resulted in a total cleaning performance of an 
average of 50 % pressure drop removal with the proof of concept. This can be compared 
to a cleaning performance of an average of 86 % in lab when using data corresponding to 
the premium HVAC-unit. 

13.3.2 Comfort 

The studies performed shows that the CO2-levels exceed the recommended levels of 1000 
ppm set by the Swedish Work Environment Authority when the filter has a certain level 
of blockage. The total fresh air volume flowing into the cab is the deciding factor here, 
see table 13.2. The threshold for when 1000 ppm is reached exists somewhere in between 
87 and 123 m3/h when two persons occupy the cab.  
To keep a good working environment and the CO2-levels at an acceptable level the trigger 
level for when to clean the filters is crucial. 70 % blockage is considered a good level for 
when to clean when viewing the air flow analyses. The pressure drops for each fan speed 
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at 70 % blockage have been calculated to know at which pressure drop to clean, see table 
13.3. 

Table 13.2 – Measured carbon dioxide levels with varied fan speed and filter blockage 

State Fan speed [step] Air flow [m3/h] Blockage [%] CO2 [ppm] 

Highway 

5 ≈ 227 30 ≈ 520 

5 ≈ 218 40 ≈ 550 

9 ≈ 474 40 ≈ 480 

9 ≈ 289 90 ≈ 750 

Stationary 

5 ≈ 227 30 ≈ 560 

5 ≈ 218 40 ≈ 580 

9 ≈ 474 40 ≈ 470 

1 ≈ 21 80 > 1400 

2 ≈ 41 80 > 1400 

3 ≈ 54 80 > 1200 

4 ≈ 87 80 > 1080 

5 ≈ 123 80 ≈ 840 

Table 13.3 – Pressure drops at 70 % blockage for all fan speeds 

Fan speed step Air flow [m3/h] Pressure drop [Pa] 

1 17 37 

2 46 101 

3 85 187 

4 125 275 

5 174 382 

6 232 510 

7 291 639 

8 345 758 

9 426 936 

 
As a subjective evaluation, for when the filter needs to be cleaned, CO2-levels are hard to 
estimate. Therefore, air flow was used as the evaluating factor, identifying when a sudden 
drop in airflow could be noticed at the air vents in the cab. The difference in air flow was 
very noticeable when suddenly covering the filter area 60 % at fan speed step 9, and  
40 % at fan speed step 5. 
The air pulse system makes a loud impulsive sound. The loudest measurement was right 
in front of the filter housing at 106 dB(A) and 121 dB(C), this is within the Swedish Work 
Environment Authority’s regulations, set at 115 dB(A) and 135 dB(C). 
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14  Discussion 
In this chapter some points of discussion are brought up regarding the process, the results 
and some suggested future work to be done on the filter cleaning device. 

14.1 Discussion of methodology 

Design process 
The general design process followed is well known and well used by the authors in prior 
projects. The design process stated by V. Hubka worked well with some modifications. 
Some tools used by Hubka was replaced to better fit the projects need. Because the final 
result did not need to be finished for production, and a proof of concept was to be 
developed, it can be discussed if the project ever passed the concept phase. Even during 
the verification, different concepts were produced to do comparisons and mark the 
differences to verify if the result is plausible. After the concept phase and concept 
selection only, the technical principles were chosen for the technical systems.  
The merge of the chosen design process and the V-model worked well. The two theories 
merged well and very few changes had to be done to them, only a verification phase had 
to be added. A problem found is how to categorize the system in the different levels. Our 
interpretation was that the developed system was a subsystem on the truck, therefore level 
2, and that level 3 is how the system works mounted in the truck and how it is perceived 
by the costumer. But when having a second look at the method, the system developed can 
be at level 3, and all technical systems (TS1-TS3) within the system can be the level 2, 
subsystems. The later seems sensible because when validation is done, even when it is 
done on the complete vehicle, it is just done to validate the chosen system.  

Concept phase 
The first step in the concept phase was to generate concepts. These were mostly generated 
by just the authors without any experience within filter cleaning. During pre-studies and 
during specific brainstorming sessions were ideas collected. This might not have been 
optimal for creating a great quantity of good ideas. Brainstorming is beneficial in lager 
groups giving a broader view, where a mixture of experts and novices within the area are 
beneficial.  
After brainstorming it was time for evaluation and selection of the concept. First 
screening used Pugh-matrixes which are very sensitive for how criteria are selected and 
weight. Small changes in weight can make a big difference when summing up the score, 
so weight need to be distributed prudently. It is also sensitive in which datum that is 
chosen. The general advice is to use the best concept, based on intuition or experience, as 
datum. This was however not used because of if the best concept is used more of the 
negative scale would have been used and the spread in result would be lower. So, to get 
a greater spread between the concepts, and not a cluster of low scoring ones, a better 
screening could be done. Therefore, the most neutral concepts were selected as datums. 
We as authors are pleased with the outcome of this change. 
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Most weight on evaluation was put on the concepts performance which lead to a lot of 
testing. Concept evaluation only gave time for one test of each variant and having just a 
few filters, making a lot of the resulting data feels uncertain. One more point adding to 
the uncertainty is that because of limited time in the test rig, one test for each concept was 
performed. The result still had a great difference between the best and worst concepts, 
which enabled a decision being made. But to eliminate as many faults as possible, a 
greater number of filters would have been desired for use in order to make more tests on 
each object.  
Also, when designing the concept, no calculations or computations was done to verify the 
design. The reason for this as that the test rig was available early during the project. Some 
improvements had to be done during the testing to compensate for the lack of design. The 
concept suffering the most from this is vibration. This is because the concept is likely to 
just work near or in frequencies near the filters own eigenfrequency. Thoughts have been 
discussed how big the impact may have been. Because of the dust collected within the 
filter wary it changes the weight and stiffens of the filter medium and therefore also its 
frequency. This led to an uneven cleaning performance which is not desirable. If this 
discovery had been found earlier the concept could have been deselected and time could 
have been given to the other concepts.  

Risk assessment 
A risk assessment was performed early in the project since it was used as an evaluation 
method for choosing concept. The risk assessment was only completed to half extent to 
find the highest risks, quantifying the probability and severity of all risks. One 
improvement that could have been done is to do the risk management part of the initial 
assessment as well. In the final risk assessment, a lot of the risks are the same and the 
feasibility on the majority of the risks are high, which mean that they are easy to 
implement. If this would have been done a lot of risks would have been mitigated in the 
proof of concept.  

Pressure drop analysis 
The filter was covered using cardboard pieces, cut out to cover the filter area with 
different percentages based on basic trigonometry. This was far from optimal because the 
placing of the carton affected the airflow, the blocking effect was exponential as the 
covering piece came closer to the air inlet. To mitigate this, a mesh of evenly distributed 
holes corresponding to the different percentages could have been made to cover the air 
filter. However, this had little impact on this specific test result as the goal was not to get 
an exact coverage level percentage, but to have a repeatable scenario which can be 
recreated within the dust testing rig to be able to identify the impact of different pressure 
drops over the filter, on the airflow. 

Verification 
Nozzles was not verified in the proper way the authors would have liked to do it. During 
validation four nozzles were manufactured and tested just to compare those four ones, 
which means that only the best of those four ones could have been picked. There can be 
a lot of better nozzle designs and suggesting the one we found was the best, of our four, 
could be misleading. Simulations comparing nozzles were started, to get a more graphic 
and visually clear interpretation of the flow and to find improvements. But these 
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simulations were put on hold because of limited time during the project. Therefore, even 
if a lot of testing were performed comparing nozzles, using none is suggested, leaving 
more room for investigation and potentially further improvements.  

Validation 
In the validation, the alternative tubing was used and the test results indicates that this 
new placement of the inlet decreased the performance of the device. This gave the notion 
that the placement of the nozzle is more important than the design of the nozzle itself. 
However, there are some differences between the HVAC-system used in the previous 
tests and the one used in the validation. As a result, the performance figures cannot be 
directly compared between the validation tests and the tests made during the earlier 
phases. 

Bibliography and references 
Most of the sources of information used in the thesis are seen as very reliable. 
Governments, different authorities and official standards have been used to a wide extent 
when describing theory, regulations, guidelines and methodology. These are viewed as 
legitimate references. The methodology is also based on well-known authors such as 
Vladimir Hubka, David Ullman and Ulf Liedholm. Some information in the thesis is 
based on internal Scania documents and employees, these are also viewed as reliable 
sources. Some of the more debatable sources of information is Sense Air AB, a company 
who profits on selling CO2-meters. However, the information used from them is not vital 
for the project, nor for the result. Overall the sources of information are reliable and does 
not have a negative impact on the legitimacy of the thesis. 

14.2 Discussion of results 

Requirements 
Requirements based on legislation was only having Swedish legislation in mind. Since 
Scania acts on a global market this is not optimal. The main area for the device is to be 
used in brazil which have the most frequent reported issues with extreme dusty 
environments. A case should be made looking into other markets, for example brazil, and 
rework the list of requirements for relevant markets. 

Analyzing the filter  
The technical system to analyze the filter with a pressure sensor created some uncertainty. 
The same type of idea is used by Absolent, but at larger negative pressures.  
The list of requirements was based on tests performed on premium HVAC-unit, which 
were then simulated in a rig, while validation was performed on a standard unit mounted 
in a truck. This led to a requirement to clean the filter at 1000 Pa, between 70 and 80 % 
blockage, see figure 14.1. Later when validating in truck, a pressure of 1000 Pa could not 
be reached even at 90 % blockage, see figure 14.1.  
The sources of error can come from using two different performing HVAC-units. The 
pressure sensors were mounted in two different positions comparing the truck and in the 
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rig. The premium one having two actuators on each recirculation door managing to build 
up a larger vacuum behind the filter, before failing. The standard one just having one 
actuator on both doors is failing earlier. It can also be the case that the pressure drops 
measured in the rig is not equivalent to the drop in the truck.  
The two different HVAC-units performed differently was obvious when comparing the 
airflow, having a higher flow with a standard HCAV at the same degree of blockage. The 
recalculation doors leaking more on the standard HVAC can explain the higher airflow 
and lower pressure measured. This is however god for heating and cooling performance 
since more air is passing through the heater and evaporator cooling or heating the cab 
quicker. But for CO2-levels the premium is better since it uses less recirculation, 
supplying the cab with more fresh air.  

 

Figure 14.1 – Pressure drop of standard and premium HVAC-units 

Cleaning performance 
Air tank sizing details and design were found using prototypes and a large amount of 
testing. This was not calculated since it is a very complex system to calculate with a large 
number of unknown variables regarding the compressed air and no steady states.  
Cleaning performance numbers are hard to compare since the pressure drop was measured 
differently and is the factor used to evaluate performance. They test were also based on 
two different HVAC-units, standard and premium. The suggested implementation is most 
likely how the system will look like when produced. This means that it is more desirable 
to make decisions on its design more than the proof of concept. As the proof of concept 
did not use a nozzle and was mounted in a different position, some losses can be expected. 
When comparing the numbers, a difference of 36 % can be seen, the proof of concept 
removing 50 % of the restriction created by the dust while the lab testing removed 86 %.  
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Cost 
For Scania to implement the designed system there must be a valid business case. The 
demand must exist, and the customer must find the device worth the price to solve the 
problem. Therefore, the product must both fulfill the need and not be too expensive to be 
sellable.  At the same time, Scania needs to make a profit, either money or pleased 
costumers. There is a value in both, even if the latter is harder to foresee and calculate. 
Because of the niche and small market this product is aimed for, it might be more focused 
on pleasing that specific group rather than generating money for Scania.  
Except for when choosing concept and having cost as a criterion in the Pugh-matrixes, 
the cost has not been taken in consideration. The components are the biggest cost while 
tooling is negligible in large volumes. Therefore, a cost calculation could have been done 
on all the needed components to get an estimation on the price.  

Work in a broader context 
This thesis work has been performed to solve an identified problem of bad driver 
environments in dusty conditions. To improve the working environment, a filter cleaning 
device has been developed. This allows a larger quantity of fresh air to flow into the cabin, 
thus reducing CO2-levels, resulting in more alert drivers and fewer accidents caused by 
tiredness. The filter cleaning device also reduces the potential for dust ingression behind 
the filter, this means that the risk for the driver’s exposure of the harmful dust is reduced. 
The risk for exposure during the cleaning process is decreased as well since the driver 
can sit in the protected environment within the cab when cleaning the filter, instead of 
holding the filter, blowing it clean with an air gun. 
If the truck is equipped with a filter cleaning device, it is more likely that a cleanable filter 
is used in the trucks. A cleanable filter is better for the environment than a non-cleanable 
one by reducing material, energy and emissions from production. Because the system is 
actively analyzing the filter, the filter only needs to be changed when is performance 
really is degraded, not following a prespecified service interval. 
The materials used in the product are: stainless steel, cast aluminum, plastics, rubber and 
copper. All these materials are commonly used at Scania and they are recyclable, however 
aluminum production requires large amounts of energy. Dependable on the source of 
energy, it can have a negative environmental impact on a global scale. To investigate this 
further, a life cycle analysis is recommended to compare the total amount of filters saved 
during a life time with the components required for the product to be produced and fitted 
in the truck. 

14.3 Continued work and improvements 

Suggested modifications 
The chapter 10 Suggested implementation lists how the developed cleaning device should 
be implemented as a final system in the truck. A lot of care have been taken to secure the 
suggested layout. However, some modifications of the system can be done to improve the 
system. 
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It was noted that the PWM signal changed, during the Airflow analysis in Appendix 2, 
when applying different blockage. This should be further investigated, to see if the PWM 
signal can be used for measuring the restriction of the filter instead of using a dedicated 
pressure sensor. By doing so it would save space, reduce cost and the risk of pressure 
sensor malfunctioning is mitigated. 
For a more compact system, the pulse valve can be built into the air tank. During testing, 
two different pulse valves were used, and both manufacturers offers tank mounted valves. 
This requires a more complicated design of the tank but would offer a more secure fixing 
of the valve and a more compact package of valve and tank. 
Some improvements to mitigate risks are listed in chapter 12 Risk assessment. Most of 
the risk actions had a high feasibility and can easily be implemented. This will remove or 
mitigate most of the initial risks. Some new risks may also be found when implementing 
actions on the already listed ones. 

Safety systems 
The system has no safety systems. The air itself would not hurt anyone during normal 
operation because the filter defuses the air pulse, the velocity and pressure are very low 
when exiting the filter housing. But because the sound level can be considered high, a 
safety system should be implemented when a person is working on the truck, to not be 
scared. Two ways to implement this is to either deactivate the system when the truck is 
standing still or to have a sensor on the front hatch, having it closed during cleaning. 
When working on the system, the complete air system of the truck needs to be emptied 
as it is today because of it being connected without any ball valve or shut off valve. In 
case of a failure it is desirable to be able to disconnect the system from the rest of the 
trucks auxiliary air system. Since it is connected to the auxiliary pressure circuit it will 
not have impact on braking performance if leakage occur. The APS will close of circuits 
that fail and have built in over pressure valves for the different circuits.  

Drying wet filters 
Since the pressurized air in the truck is dried, before it is stored in the air tanks located on 
the truck, an idea is dry wet filters with the air pulse system as well. This could be created 
by lowering the pressure and raise the pulse time so a continuous air stream flows through 
the filter. The idea is then to let the dry air absorb the moist in the filter. The same idea is 
used for drying the filter in the APS, which dries the air and then at regular intervals the 
air goes backwards to absorb the moist collected and reset the drying filter. 

In combination with autonomous systems 
As the vehicle industry is entering an era of autonomy, the cleaning device can be 
integrated at an early stage before everything is fully autonomous. The system shall be 
deactivated when a Lidar or radar senses a person within a certain range. The system 
should also be deactivated when entering silent zones, as in cities, or clean zones, such as 
workshops or in garages. Both these applications can be considered as safety systems.   
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Future testing 
Because of the scope of the thesis, some aspects of filter cleaning device was no tested, 
such as performance in wet, damp, hot, cold and very snowy conditions. Also other kinds 
of dust such as chalk may react to water in different ways and potentially create a 
concrete-like cake on the filter. These different conditions should be investigated in the 
future as a part of the development of the system. 
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15 Conclusion 

What technical factors affect the cleaning of an air filter? 
To be able to clean an air filter, the filter needs to be surface filtering and it should also 
have a low DHC. A high DHC gives the filter the ability to encapsulate particles which 
increase the lifetime of the filter, these particles are however hard to remove. Most surface 
filtering filters creates a dust cake on the filter surface which act as an extra filtering layer 
to further collect particles. 
To clean a filter, the dust cake on it needs to be removed. Removing the dust cake can be 
made in numerous ways, but the most common ones when it comes to “on-the-fly” 
cleaning solutions is using air or a brush. This is also reflected in this thesis, since usage 
of air is concluded to be the best way to clean the filter. The air pulse both shakes the 
filter, releasing the dust cake, and blows air through it to remove the dust from the surface. 
“On-the-fly” means that the filter is cleaned during normal operation, this implies that no 
moisture or larger quantities of liquid can be used cleaning the filter. 

What factors affect the need of maintenance of an air filter? 
The purpose of filters is to collect particles in the air passing through in order to clean it. 
When a filter gets loaded with dust its resistance of flow increases towards the passing 
air, creating a drag. If the energy put in to pushing or pulling the air is constant, the 
increased drag creates a lower air flow through the filter. The drag also creates a pressure 
difference over the filter, which can be utilized as a measurement of its restriction.  
The biggest factor affecting the need for the filter to be cleaned is the lowered air flow 
through it. This decreases the performance of the climate system and a reduced amount 
of exchanged air which creates high CO2-levels. 
Other factors that may affect the need for maintenance are moist and snow, since they 
also are particles loading the filter, although not solid particles.  Further investigation is 
needed to determine the effects of these elements. 
If absorption filters are used, the filters need to be changed when the active material used, 
often active carbon, have reached its limit in absorption. If the filter is deep filtering, 
having a high DHC, the filter needs to be changed when its maximum DHC have been 
reached. 

Which functional characteristics of an air filter affect the perceived 
environment inside a cab? 
In the short run, perceived effects created from different filter characteristics are a 
variation in wind noise and a changed heating and cooling performance. Both occur 
because of the changed air flow created by a changed pressure drop created by the filter. 
Other reasons to a variated air flow are if the viscosity of the air is changed, if the drag 
coefficient of the filter medium is different and if the fibers of the filter media are longer 
per unit of area.  
In the long term a low exchange of air generates increased CO2-levels which is bad for 
the working environment. High levels of CO2 create headache and nausea, when driving 
vehicles these symptoms can cause serious accidents, thus a clean filter is preferred. 
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17 Appendices 
A collection of appendices made during the thesis work. 

Appendix 1 - Competitor comparison 
An analysis on some of Scania’s competitors was carried out, listed below.  

• DAF XF(Long haulage) 
• Hyundai Zcient (Long haulage) 
• MAN TGL (City traffic haulage)  
• Mercedes-Benz Arocs (Heavy duty) and Actros (Long haulage) 
• Volvo FMX (Heavy duty) 

The comparison was made with focus on the intake filter, filter housing, positioning, size 
and fresh air doors. These factors are the most critical for use in dusty environments hence 
to the similarities on most other aspect. When doing research online, none of the bigger 
competitors; Mercedes-Benz, Volvo, MAN, Renault and DAF, use any sort of active pre-
cleaning or automatic filter cleaning system.  

Filter housing and placement 
DAF 
The intake is built together with the front 
hatch of the truck. That means that if the 
hatch is open, the filter is fully exposed. 
The hatch has built in channels to direct 
the air towards the filter. 
Placement of filter is in the middle if the 
vehicle, with the distribution channels 
placing the intake ports around 40cm off 
the center to both sides. Placed 180 cm 
from the ground.  

 
Hyundai 
Takes air from underneath the front 
hatch. 
Placement is approximately in the 
middle if the vehicle, 15 cm to the right 
side, 160 cm from the ground. 
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MAN 
Takes air from underneath the front 
hatch, facing straight forward. 
Placement is in the middle if the vehicle, 
150 cm from the ground. 

 
Mercedes-Benz 
The intake is built together with the front 
hatch of the truck. The hatch has built in 
channels to direct the air towards the 
filter. A plastic channel is den fixed 
between the lid and the filter to direct the 
air further. 
Placement is approximately in the 
middle if the vehicle, 30 cm to the right 
side, 200 cm from the ground. 

 
Volvo 
Takes air from underneath the front 
hatch. Facing straight forward with gills 
facing downwards. 
Placement is on the right side of the 
vehicle, 170 cm from the ground. 
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Filter and size 
DAF 
Folded filter 
280x200x30 mm  
(560 cm2 folded area)  
Surrounded with plastic frame 
No rubber sealing 
Hold in place with plastic clips 

 
Hyundai 
Folded filter 
430x130x32 mm  
(559 cm2 folded area)  
No rubber sealing 
Hold in place by filter housing lid 

 
MAN 
Folded filter with carbon 
380x150x30 mm  
(570 cm2 folded area)  
Surrounded with plastic frame  
No rubber sealing 
Hold in place by friction 
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Mercedes-Benz 
Folded filter 
170x250x40 mm  
(approx. 390 cm2 folded area)  
Surrounded with plastic frame, and not 
rectangular shape. 
Thin plastic ridge used as sealing on 
each side of the filter. 
Hold in place by a channel with intake 
side facing upwards.  

 
Volvo 
Folded filter 
190x190x45 mm  
(361 cm2 folded area)  
Rubber sealing to prevent leakage 
Hold in place by filter housing lid 
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Fresh air door 
DAF 
One flap placed behind filter with foam 
sealing only along the top edge  

 
Hyundai 
One door placed behind filter with no 
sealing 

 
MAN 
One flap placed in front of filter with no 
sealing 

 
Mercedes-Benz 
One door paced in front of filter with a 
rubber sealing 
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Volvo 
Two doors linked together, placed 
behind filter with rubber sealing 

 

Discussion 
The height of the filter is hard to compare due to the trucks being made for different 
markets. The Mercedes-Benz and Volvo compered was a heavy-duty model and is 
slightly higher. MAN was a lower city traffic hauler. The DAF and Hyundai were made 
for remote transport, long haulage, with bigger cabins.  
Filter material is looks to be almost the same in all of them, except for MAN that is 
equipped with a carbon infused filter, often to filter gases and smell. This can be due to 
that the MAN is the only city traffic truck in this comparison. And when it comes to size 
the variations is not either great. Three of five has a folded area of approximately  
560 cm2. Volvo and Mercedes-Benz having smaller filter, can still result in an almost the 
same unfolded area, depending on the amount of folds and thickness of the filter.  
Fresh air door has a greater variation between all manufacturer. Using a door or flap 
behind the filter keeps mechanism and sealing from becoming dirty and enhance their 
performance. Using the door in front of the filter helps to keep particles from the filter 
when the filter is not in use extending the filters life time. Mercedes-Benz is the only 
manufacturer in this comparison using the same filter for fresh air and recirculation. When 
the fresh air door is closed, it opens up a channel directing the recirculation air through 
the filter. 
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Appendix 2 - Airflow analysis 
An airflow analysis was done to see how filter blockage affected the air flow into the cab. 

Execution 
The airflow was measured at all different fan speeds starting from 0 as reference and at 
0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 % filter coverage, see figure 17.2. The data was 
logged using a Windows PC with Vision9 connected to 4 Schiltknecht MiniAir 
anemometers10 using a Vector VN1630 module and an IPETRONIK M-SENS module, 
see figure 17.1 to figure 17.4. The Scania HD-filter was used for this testing with a Scania 
R-series Highline cab with a premium HVAC 

 

Figure 17.1 – Test setup for airflow analysis 

 

Figure 17.2 – 70 % covered filter, the blue rectangle is the placement of the inlet behind 
the filter. 

                                                 
9 Vision = Program used for logging data 
10 Anemometer = Device used for measuring the speed of wind 
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Figure 17.3 – IPETRONIK M-SENS module 

 

Figure 17.4 -Vector VN1630 module 

Noticeable levels 
A test was conducted where the subjective feeling of the airflow decrease was 
investigated at two different fan settings, trying different filter coverage scenarios 
unknown for the test subjects within the truck cab. There was a noticeable change in 
sound already at 10%, however the goal was to investigate the thermal and physical 
airflow changes. To mitigate the sound parameter, the radio was set at a high volume, 
then the fan was set to step 5 in the first scenario, and step 9 in the second scenario. The 
filter was covered at unknown instances to avoid the placebo effect. When the occupants 
noticed a change in airflow, they contacted the person who covered the filters and the 
level of coverage was noted. 
With 53.7 % (step 5) fan speed there were a slightly noticeable change of airflow when 
the air filter was 30 % covered. At 40 % coverage the decrease of airflow was very 
noticeable. However, when the fan speed was increased to 100 % (step 9) the experienced 
airflow decrease was postponed with 10 % or more, meaning the first noticeable coverage 
level were at 40% and the very noticeable coverage level were at 60 %. 

Table 17.1 – Subjectively noticeable filter coverage levels 

Fan setting Slightly noticeable Very noticeable 

Step 5 (53.7%) 30 % covered filter 40 % covered filter 

Step 9 (100%) 40 % covered filter 60 % covered filter 
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Measured difference 
To compare notable levels to technical data, air velocity, PWM signal and fan speed was 
measured and logged. Total air flow could be calculated with the information of the area 
of the anemometers and their velocity, see figure 17.5. Fan speed increased with higher 
coverage and PWM signal was decreased implying that less energy was needed by the 
fan, see figure 17.6 and figure 17.7. This is due to the fan making a lower degree of work 
moving less air. 
Comparing the perceived levels with the measured data; a slightly noticeable change is 
given at a 25m3/h drop. Loss of flow becomes very noticeable at a 35 m3/h (Step 5) and 
55 m3/h (Step 9) drop, see table 17.2.  

Table 17.2 – Measured airflow at subjective coverage levels.  

Fan setting Slightly noticeable Very noticeable Uncovered  

Step 5 (53.7 %) ≈225 m3/h  ≈215 m3/h  250 m3/h 

Step 9 (100 %) ≈475 m3/h ≈445 m3/h  500 m3/h 

 
The Public Health Agency of Sweden [29] recommend an exchange rate of 7 l/s per 
person and 0.35 l/s m2 of air in public areas to secure a good air quality. This is reached 
when step 2 is used at all degrees of coverage below 50 %, if two persons are inside the 
cab, see figure 17.1.  

Discussion 
The filter was covered using cardboard pieces, cut out to cover the filter area with 
different percentages based on basic trigonometry. This was far from optimal because the 
placing of the carton affected the airflow, the blocking effect was exponential as the 
covering piece came closer to the air inlet. To mitigate this, a mesh of evenly distributed 
holes corresponding to the different percentages could have been made to cover the air 
filter. However, this had little impact on this specific test result as the goal was not to get 
an exact coverage level percentage, but to have a repeatable scenario which can be 
recreated within the dust testing rig to be able to identify the impact of different pressure 
drops over the filter, on the airflow. 
The perceived levels only accounted for loss in air velocity or air flow into the cab and 
not overall comfort. Longer tests with carbon dioxide and humidity sensors is desirable 
to find a level of coverage which account overall comfort inside cab.  
In figure 17.5 there is a noticeable drop in airflow at fan speed step 3 at 90% coverage 
and at step 4 at 100% coverage. This is likely the result of the increased airflow friction 
created in the transition phase between laminar and turbulent airflow. 
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Figure 17.5 – Calculated air flow at different fan settings and coverage 
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Figure 17.6 – Measured fans speeds at different fan settings and coverage 
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Figure 17.7 – Measured PWM signal at different fan settings and coverage 
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Appendix 3 – Carbon dioxide test  
Carbon dioxide test were done to evaluate how filter blockage affected CO2-levels inside 
the cab. 

Execution 
Carbon dioxide levels was measured with two people inside a Scania R-series Highline 
cab with a premium HVAC. The cab measures 2390 mm in width, 2060 mm in length 
and 1915 mm in height. This gives a floor area of 4.923 m2 and a volume of 9.428 m3. 
The Public Health Agency of Sweden [29] recommended exchange rate of 7 l/s per person 
and 0.35 l/s m2 of air in public areas results in a total recommended exchange rate as seen 
below in equation (17.1) and (17.2). 

1 person: 7.00 [𝐹𝐹/𝑠𝑠] + 0.350 [l/s m2] ∗  4.923 [m2]  =  8.723 [l/s]
= 31.403 [𝑚𝑚3/ℎ] (17.1) 

   

2 persons: 2 ∗ 7.00 [𝐹𝐹/𝑠𝑠] + 0.350 [𝐹𝐹/𝑠𝑠 m2] ∗  4.923 [m2]
=  15.723 [l/s] = 56.603 [𝑚𝑚3/ℎ] (17.2) 

To verify that these exchange rates are enough, a test were conducted where two males, 
weighing 85 and 105 kg, were seated in the cab during two different conditions with a 
variation of fan speed and filter blockage. The first condition was driving the truck on a 
public highway to investigate possible effects of ram-air, the second condition had the 
truck stationary just as in Appendix 2 and in Appendix 5.  

The instruments used to measure the carbon dioxide levels were a Vaisala GMP222 
carbon dioxide probe connected to a Windows PC using a Vector VN1630 module and 
an IPETRONIK M-SENS module, see Appendix 2 and figure 17.8 and figure 17.9. The 
data was logged using a Windows PC with the Vision software. The carbon dioxide probe 
was mounted in head height between the seats to get data relevant for the case. 
 

 

Figure 17.8 –The back of the cab with the carbon dioxide probe hanging in center 
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Figure 17.9 - Vaisala GMP222 carbon dioxide probe 

Results 
The carbon dioxide levels were measured with different variations of filter blockage and 
fan speeds as can be seen in table 17.3. The goal was to measure the carbon dioxide levels 
at the fan speed and blockage levels which could be subjectively noticed as a loss in 
airflow, see Appendix 2, as well as finding the minimum amount of airflow needed to 
keep the carbon dioxide level at or below the 1000 ppm level recommended by the 
Swedish Work Environment Authority [24], this airflow was then compared with The 
Public Health Agency of Sweden’s [29] recommended airflow, see equation (17.2). 
The tests were discontinued after passing 1000 ppm with some margin because of the 
limited time at hand. The CO2 measurements with the “>” sign were still steadily climbing 
when aborted. 

Table 17.3 – Measured carbon dioxide levels with varied fan speed and filter blockage 

State Fan speed [step] Air flow [m3/h] Blockage [%] CO2 [ppm] 

Highway 

5 ≈ 227 30 ≈ 520 

5 ≈ 218 40 ≈ 550 

9 ≈ 474 40 ≈ 480 

9 ≈ 289 90 ≈ 750 

Stationary 

5 ≈ 227 30 ≈ 560 

5 ≈ 218 40 ≈ 580 

9 ≈ 474 40 ≈ 470 

1 ≈ 21 80 > 1400 

2 ≈ 41 80 > 1400 

3 ≈ 54 80 > 1200 

4 ≈ 87 80 > 1080 

5 ≈ 123 80 ≈ 840 
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Figure 17.10 – Comparison of CO2-levels between different fan speeds and blockages 
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Figure 17.11 – Comparison of CO2-levels between having RAM-air and not having 
RAM-air   
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Appendix 4 – Concept generation and screening 
Full details on result from concept generation and screening and some discussion. 

Brainstorming 
Brainstorming was used as a main source for generating concepts and solutions for the 
technical systems in this project. The technical systems consisted of; TS1 – Clean filter, 
TS2 – Analyze filter and TS3 – Inform the driver.  
During pre-study and the earlier work in this project, when any of the authors had an idea 
it was written down on a list. Later, a specific brainstorming session was held with just 
the two authors, and with some sporadic inputs from coworkers. This ended up in a list 
with 25 concepts to solve TS1, 7 for TS2 and 6 for TS3, see table 17.4 to table 17.6. 

Table 17.4 – Brainstorming and screening of TS1, filter cleaning system  

TS1 - Clean filter 

No. Concept Go or  
No Go Comment 

1 Knock Go The filter is hit with a sudden force to knock off the dust 

2 Brush Go The filter is brushed off using a brush-head cleaning the filter 

3 Vibration Go The filter is vibrated to make the dust fall off 

4 Air pulse Go The filter gets impacted from the back with a pulse of air which vibrates 
the filter to separate the dust from the filter and then blows it away 

5 Extra blower Go Mounting an extra blower to back-blow air through the filter, blowing 
away the dust 

6 Vacuum Go The filter gets cleaned using a vacuum cleaner sucking the dust off the 
filter 

7 Soundwave (bass) Go Low frequency soundwaves vibrate the dust to make it fall off the filter 

8 Ejector principle 
(suction) 

Go Designing the air-inlet to utilize the ejector principle, removing the dust 
from the filter 

9 Redirect air from 
blower 

Go Redirecting the air from the blower to back-blow air through the filter, 
blowing the dust away 

10 Reverse blower No Go Impossible to reverse centrifugal fan 

11 Viscous filter No Go Filter coated with oil. Bad for particles smaller than 0.5 µm 

12 Dry-roll filter No Go Pre-filter. Low maintenance cost.  

13 Tear-offs No Go Pre-filter. Same principle as dry-roll filter 

14 Cyclone No Go Pre-filter. Already tested at Scania 

15 Centrifugal No Go Pre-filter 

16 Rinse No Go Filter can’t handle water or moist 

17 Electrostatic filter No Go Needs pre-filter. Low dust holding capacity.  

18 Explosion No Go Explosion with pyrotechnics. Unrealistic and unsafe 

19 Ultrasound  No Go Not implementable, needs liquid medium to transport soundwaves. 

20 Electromagnetic pulse No Go Cannot remove dust 

21 Adhesive role No Go Need maintenance as much as filter 

22 Laser burn dust off No Go Expensive and too advanced 

23 Steam No Go Filter can’t handle water or moist 

24 High pressure washer No Go Filter can’t handle water or moist 

25 Sticky slime No Go Need maintenance as much as filter 
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Table 17.5 - Brainstorming and screening of TS2, system for analyzing the filter 

TS2 - Analyze filter 

No. Concept Go or  
No Go Comment 

1 
Pressure Go Pressure drop over filter shows how much 

resistance there is in the filter, thus indicating the amount of 
dust in it 

2 
Airflow Go Measuring the airflow behind the filter shows how much 

resistance there is in the filter, thus indicating the amount of 
dust in it 

3 
Carbon dioxide Go Carbon dioxide percentage within the cab identify how much 

air is entering the cab, indicating the amount of blockage in the 
filter 

4 Optical sensor Go Looking at the filter to identify how full of dust it is 

5 Mass (weight) Go Weighing the filter to see how much dust has been added  

6 Driver optical 
inspection 

Go Looking at the filter to identify how full of dust it is 

7 Ultrasound x-ray No Go Measuring the amount of dust utilizing ultrasound, not 
implementable because there cannot be any air gaps 

Table 17.6 - Brainstorming and screening of TS3, system for signaling the driver 

TS3 - Signal driver 

No. Concept Go or  
No Go Comment 

1 Light in IP-cluster Go To alert the driver visually 

2 Message on display Go To alert the driver visually 

3 Sound signal Go To alert the driver audibly  

4 Vibration in wheel Go To alert the driver tactually 

5 Vibration in seat Go To alert the driver tactually 

6 Flag pops out in grill Go To alert the driver visually 

 
A simple screening was made, concepts considered being unrealistic or out of scope was 
given the status no go, see table 17.4 to table 17.6. All concepts needing another filter 
than the Scania HD-filter or using a pre-filter was considered out of scope. Unrealistic 
was assessed on; technicality or if the authors had the specific knowledge needed. 

Screening 
After the concept generation and light screening another screening had to be done to 
narrow down the number of plausible concepts. To do this Pugh-matrixes were used to 
get all solution ranked in comparison to each other, see table 17.7 to Table 17.9. Nine 
criteria were stated and given a weight. Below all criteria are listed and a description to 
their weight. 

• Practical: 20, Main function of this system is making the cleaning operation more 
practical 

• Environment: 18, One of Scania’s core values 
• Safety: 17, Human injury is not tolerated during normal use 
• Durable: 15, Core feature of system is creating less maintenance 
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• Space demanding: 9, If it fits there is no limit, but available space is small 
• Cost: 7, Ranked low due to the product is only proof of concept 
• Manufacturability: 7, Ranked low due to the product is only proof of concept 
• Sound: 5, Ranked low due to hard to predict 
• Weight: 2, Ranked low due to the product is only proof of concept 

 

As presented in table 17.7 the four best scoring concepts for TS1 is: redirect air, vibration, 
knock and air pulse. These concepts were chosen for further work and evaluation. The 
fifth ranked concept was “extra blower”, which is almost like “redirect air” except the 
later one demands extra flaps and an airduct to enable the use of the existing fan to direct 
air to back blow the filter. So, the four highest ranked concepts were determined to be a 
god number to take to the next stage in the process. For TS2 and TS3 all concepts scoring 
positive or zero were taken to further investigation. For TS2 these were: carbon dioxide, 
driver inspect, and pressure drop, see table 17.8. For TS3 these were: text, sound and 
light, see table 17.9.  

Table 17.7 – Pugh matrix of TS1, filter cleaning system 

TS1 – Clean filter 
Criterium Alternatives 

  Weight 
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Cost 7 

Ba
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e 

- + - + - - - + 
Environmental 18 - 0 - 0 - - - + 
Safety 17 - 0 - 0 - + - + 
Durable 15 - + + 0 - 0 + + 
Practical 20 0 0 + - 0 - + + 
Sound 5 + + - + + - 0 + 
Space demanding 9 - 0 - - - - - + 
Weight 2 0 0 - - - - - + 
Manufacturability 7 - 0 + 0 - - - + 

Σ+ 0 5 27 42 12 5 17 35 100 
Σ0 0 22 63 0 57 20 15 5 0 
Σ- 0 73 0 58 31 75 68 60 0 

Net value 0 -68 27 -16 -19 -70 -51 -25 100 
Rank 3 7 2 4 5 9 8 6 1 

Continue Yes No Yes Yes No No No No Yes 
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Table 17.8 – Pugh matrix of TS2, system analyzing the filter 

 TS2 - Analyze filter 
Criterium Alternatives 

  Weight 1.
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- - - 0 + 
Environmental 18 0 0 0 0 + 
Safety 17 0 + 0 0 - 
Durable 15 - 0 - - + 
Practical 20 0 - - - - 
Sound 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Space demanding 9 - 0 - - + 
Weight 2 - 0 0 - + 
Manufacturability 7 0 0 - - + 

Σ+ 0 0 17 0 0 58 
Σ0 0 77 56 42 47 5 
Σ- 0 23 27 58 53 37 

Net value 0 -23 -10 -58 -53 21 
Rank 2 4 3 6 5 1 

Continue Yes No Yes No No Yes 

Table 17.9 - Pugh matrix of TS3, system for signaling the driver 

TS3 - Signal driver 
Criterium Alternatives 

  Weight 
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Cost 7 
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+ + - - - 
Environmental 18 + + - - - 
Safety 17 0 0 0 0 - 
Durable 15 0 0 - - - 
Practical 20 0 - - - - 
Sound 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Space demanding 9 + + - - - 
Weight 2 + + - - - 
Manufacturability 7 + + - - - 

Σ+ 0 43 43 0 0 0 
Σ0 0 57 37 22 22 5 
Σ- 0 0 20 78 78 95 

Net value 0 43 23 -78 -78 -95 
Rank 3 1 2 4 4 6 

Continue Yes Yes Yes No No No 
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Discussion 
The brainstorming was done in a very small group, mainly just the two authors. 
Brainstorming is a quantity focused method which is beneficial with a larger group. Even 
if ideas were collected during a longer time before the brainstorming sessions in order to 
counteract the fact that the group was smaller, it may have impacted the result not giving 
as much concepts it could possibly have done. 
Pugh-matrixes are very sensitive for how the criteria are weighted and which concept is 
selected as datum. It is recommended to use the best alternative as datum, based on 
intuition or data from earlier work, pre-study etcetera. That recommendation was not 
applied here because if the concept “redirect air” had been used, hypothetically, all other 
concepts would score almost the same. This would have resulted in a case where the other 
concepts would not be ratable using the Pugh-matrix, and the concept selection for further 
testing would not be possible.  
The weight is critical to distribute prudently. If one criterion is raised by one value, all 
alternatives scoring plus will gain one more point and all scoring minus will lose one 
more point. This makes the difference between these two raises by double the amount 
changed on the weight of the criteria. Small changes make a big difference on the result 
and can make the outcome vary a lot.  
The outcome and rank seemed appropriate by the authors, the only suggestion is that the 
weight could have been redone of practical from 20 to 17 and safe from 17 to 20. The 
result would nevertheless still be the same in all three matrixes.  
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Appendix 5 – Dust test rig 
Scania have a dust test rig for testing engine filters that was used for testing HVAC filters 
during this project. This needed some specific parts to be manufactured to enable 
mounting the HVAC filter, see figure 17.12 and figure 17.13.  

• A duct to inject the dust into and mix with the air 
• Mounting plate for filter housing 
• Pipe from HVAC duct to test rig 
• A rack to hold the complete assembly, with wheels 

The tunnel is 720x550x1000 mm (Width x Height x Length) 

 

Figure 17.12 – Section view of HVAC fixture for the dust test rig, dotted arrow 
represents dust injection, other arrows represents airflow through the fixture and 

HVAC  

 

Figure 17.13 – HVAC fixture for dust test rig 
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Scania filter test rig 
The test rig is originally built for inlet engine filters and is constructed to perform tests 
according to ISO 5011. It measures pressure and converts it into flow according to 
standards ISO 5167-3 or ISO 5167-2 using two different orifices. These two orifices is 
used for two different ranges of air flow.  

• ISO 5167-3 setup gives 0.2-0.9 kg/s (864-3888 m3/h)  
• ISO 5167-2 setup gives 0.05-0.35 kg/s (216-1512 m3/h)  

This is accurate to 1%. The connection to the filter is either a ⌀120 mm pipe or a ⌀100 
mm pipe with pressure gauges installed to them. These pressure gauges are used for 
measuring the restriction over the test object. Gauges have a range of 0-30 mbar vacuum. 
The fan is controlled through a desktop computer using Scania testbed platform (STP) 
that can be configured to the needs of the test. STP is also used to log all test data into a 
text or excel file. 
The dust available at Scania is four different grades of ISO 12103-1 test dusts. Grade A1 
to A4 which goes from ultrafine to course, bought from Powder technology Inc. 

Dust feeder 
The dust feeder, see figure 17.14, is of model SAG 420 made by Topas. For specifications 
see table 17.10. The dust dispenser is controlled through Topas own software, but all data 
from it can be logged through STP. The real time dust feed is also measured through a 
scale placed under the SAG 420. 
The feeder is connected to a nozzle, see figure 17.15, through two hoses. The nozzle uses 
the venturi effect to eject dust feed from one of the hoses. The second hose contains 
pressurized air. The ejector nozzle is placed half way into the duct in the apparatus, see 
figure 17.15.  

Table 17.10 – Specification of Topas SAG 420 dust feeder 

 

Dust 

Not to be used for 

Max. particle size 200µm,  

abrasive, sticky, aggressive, toxic and biologically active materials. 

Dosing range 0.1 g/min – 200 g/min 

Range of volume flow Approximately 3-18 m3/h 

Compressed air supply Max. 8 bar 
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Figure 17.14 – Topas SAG 420 dust feeder 

 

Figure 17.15 – Venturi nozzle mounted in the HVAC fixture, viewed from different 
angles 
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Appendix 6 – Pressure drop analysis 
A pressure drop analysis was performed to be able to convert the result in Appendix 2 
and Appendix 3 into measurable numbers in the dust rig. 

Execution 
Tests was carried out to state which technical values of the filter that correlates with the 
performance tested in Appendix 2. The tests was carried out through blocking the filter 
in the same way as described in Appendix 2 and in a specific test rig made for testing air 
filters, see figure 17.16 and Appendix 5. Pressure difference was measured over the 
filter with 0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90% filter blockage. Flow rate corresponds 
to the values from tests performed in Appendix 2. 

Pressure values have been normalized to variations in atmospheric pressure and 
temperatures, see equation (17.3). C is correction factor, Troom is test room temperature in 
Kelvin and Patmos is measured atmospheric pressure in pascal. 

𝐶𝐶 =
293
𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

×
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎
1013

 (17.3) 

 

 

Figure 17.16 – Dust test rig 

Result 
Measured pressure drops is represented in figure 17.17. For lower pressure drops a small 
change in air flow was measured. At 50 % blockage only, a drop of 26 m3/h in air flow 
and an increased pressure difference of 194 Pa could be seen. At higher grades of 
blockage, the pressure drop increases exponentially reaching a pressure drop of 1680 Pa 
at 90 % blockage. 
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Figure 17.17 – Result of the pressure drop test in the dust rig 

 

These values can be used to calculate the air resistance coefficient, β, for each blockage, 
see table 17.11. The coefficient can then later be used to convert airflow to pressure 
drop for each level of blockage.   

 

Table 17.11 – Resistance coefficient for different levels of blockage 

Blockage Resistance coefficient [Pa ∙ m3/h] 

0 % 0.778 

20 % 0.883 

30 % 0.888 

40 % 1.063 

50 % 1.230 

60 % 1.515 

70 % 2.197 

80 % 3.377 

90 % 5.813 
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Appendix 7 – Concept comparison analysis 
Full details of concept prototypes and testing result, with some discussion. 
To better evaluate the different concepts presented as a result after screening in Appendix 
4, testing was decided to be done. Information regarding performance of each concept 
was small after the screening. A test was there for suitable to earn more knowledge about 
each concept. 
Full scale prototypes were built, see later in this appendix, for evaluation end testing. 
Test dust rig and equipment described in Appendix 5 was used. The data of the result is 
presented in table 17.13 and table 17.14.  

Execution 
Test rig was set according to data in table 17.12 and Scania HD-filters was used. The 
Scania HD-filter creates an initial pressure difference approximately around 400 pascals. 
Test was made in the following sequence: 

• Filter was cleaned with an air blow gun, 7 bars from approx. 20 cm distance until 
no visible dust left the filter 

• Pressure drop over the cleaned filter was measured and recorded, at a constant 
flowrate of 6.9 kg/min 

• Filter was covered with dust (A2 fine) until a desired pressure difference was 
reached (1,000 or 3,200 pa) 

• Cleaning sequence with prototype was performed 
• Sound levels was recorded from 2.5 meters straight in front of the filter housing 
• Pressure difference was measured again and recorded to determine how much the 

resistance in the filter changed 
• Test was repeated in different variations or with a different base concept 

Test was performed with two different levels of dust. A lower at 1,000 pascal pressure 
drop and a higher at 3,200 pascals.  

Table 17.12 – Test values of concept comparison test 

Air flow rate 10 kg/min    ≈500 m3/h 
Test dust A2 fine 
Dust injection rate 0.1 g/m3 
Barometric pressure 1013 ± 2 mbar 
Temperature 20 ± 0.5 °C 
Relative humidity 50 ± 5 % 

Air pulse 
The air pulse concept consists of two different solutions, one is a directed air pulse with 
three evenly distributed nozzles directly aimed at the air filter, see figure 17.22 and figure 
17.23. The second one is an undirected air pulse, using only a single hose mounted 
perpendicular to the direction of the air flow, see figure 17.24 and figure 17.25. The two 
solutions share the majority of components, a timer, a magnetic valve, an air tank and the 
needed wiring and tubing between these components. 
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The timers used to control the magnetic valve was a BLMI-580 for the 0.4 second pulses 
and a Crouzet MLR1 was used for the rest of the timings because of the technical 
limitations of the BLMI-580, see figure 17.18 and figure 17.19. 

 

Figure 17.18 – BLMI-580 timer 

 

Figure 17.19 – Crouzet MLR1 timing relay 

The valve chosen for the prototype is a magnetic valve, from Italian manufacturer Turbo 
SRL, called the Turbo FP20, see figure 17.20. The valve is controlled using 24 V DC. It 
weighs 0.6 kg and it can handle a maximum of 7.5 bar (108 psi). The magnetic valve has 
one ingoing and one outgoing connection, both with female ¾″ thread. The magnetic 
valve is used to generate a quick and forceful air pulse.  
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Figure 17.20 – Turbo FP20 magnetic valve 

The air tank chosen for the prototypes was a 3-liter Scania tank originally used in the 
pneumatic brake-system in the trucks and can be seen in figure 17.21. The tank allows 
for control over the used air-pressure as well as accommodating a large quantity of air in 
a small amount of time. It was fed by a compressor and the outlet was connected to the 
magnetic valve by a ⌀16 mm (inside diameter) rubber hose. 

 

Figure 17.21 – Scania pneumatic brake-system air tank 

The first air pulse solution consisted of a steel pipe connected to the magnetic valve. The 
steel pipe had three nozzles evenly distributed and directed at the filter from behind, see 
figure 17.22 and figure 17.23. The nozzles were inserted into pre-drilled holes in the filter 
housing’s backwall and sealed off using duct tape. The nozzles were placed as close to 
the filter housing’s backwall as possible to allow the air pulse to disperse as much as 
possible, not concentrating the air to just three spots with the same diameter as the piping. 
Two diameters of piping, ⌀15 mm and ⌀20 mm, was used as well to investigate the impact 
of differing dimensions. The concept was tested with the fresh air door open and closed 
to compare the effectiveness of the two scenarios. 
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Figure 17.22 – Directed air pulse setup viewed from behind with the critical 
components highlighted 

 

Figure 17.23 – Directed air pulse setup viewed from the front with three nozzles 

The second air pulse solution consisted of a 22 mm rubber hose connected to the magnetic 
valve. It was sealed with duct tape and mounted perpendicular to the usual air flow, within 
the fresh air-intake, in front of the fresh air door, see figure 17.24 and figure 17.25. This 
concept was only tested with a closed fresh air door since the desired effect here is an 
over pressure behind the filter, within the filter housing. Four different valve timings were 
tried in this concept to investigate the effect of letting the magnetic valve be open for 
longer and shorter periods of time. 
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Figure 17.24 – Undirected air pulse setup viewed from behind with the critical 
components highlighted 

 

Figure 17.25 – Undirected air pulse setup viewed from the front with outlet highlighted 

Redirected fan 
Redirected fan was built using a standard Scania HVAC blower, mounted directly to the 
back side of the filter housing, see figure 17.26. The hole on the back side of the filter 
housing was positioned roughly where it would have been in a final implementation. 
Uneven surfaces were sealed with clay to prevent leakage, see figure 17.27.  
To variate fan speed a reference signal between 0-7 volts was sent to the blower 
corresponding to 0-100 % fan speed. The reference signal was created through a variable 
power supply. The fan was only used on full speed during tests. Blow time varied, 
depending on when no more dust was seen leaving the opening of the filter housing. A 
minimum time of 25 seconds was set even if no dust were seen. 
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Figure 17.26 – Redirect air prototype 

 

Figure 17.27 – Redirect air prototype, sealing all gaps with clay 

Knock 
The concept based on the idea of shaking the filter clean with a big hit were accomplished 
through hitting the filter housing with a hammer, see figure 7.3. To allow greater 
movements was the filter housing split along three sides. top and vertical sides. A gap of 
approximately 6 mm along the split was made before sealing the gab with tape. The tape 
sealed the gap air tight but still allowed a fair amount of movement. 
The hits with the hammer were performed in two different directions, on frontside and on 
left/right side. Used force was not measured but were to the limit where the plastic filter 
housing started cracking. 
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Figure 17.28 – Knock prototype 

Vibration 
Vibration concept used a pneumatic turbine vibrator, used for cleaning screen filters, 
vibration tables or preventing adhesion in pipelines and silos. Used vibrator was a T-65 / 
HP from manufacturer Findeva, see figure 17.29. The vibrator was mounted in different 
locations and in different directions for the tests; on top horizontal and longitudinal to the 
truck and on the front vertical and horizontal to the truck. To allow more movement and 
enable the vibrations to propagate to the filter the same kind of modification to the filter 
housing as in knock concept were done. A gap of approximately 6 mm along the top and 
vertical sides was made and then sealed with tape. 
The vibrator had a speed of 12,000 rpm and a centrifugal force of 2.6 kN when fed with 
6 bars of pressurized air. It weighs 975 g and have a size of 64x65x113 mm (Width x 
Height x Length). 

 

Figure 17.29 - Findeva T65 / HP turbine vibrator 
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Figure 17.30 – Vibration prototype, top horizontal mounting  

Result 
The best concept at 1,000 pascals was an air pulse at 100 psi (6.9 bar), 0.4 seconds long 
with 20 mm directed nozzles. It removed 57% of the resistance created by the dust. All 
variations of the air pulse tested were better than the second-best concept which was the 
redirected fan. The redirected fan removed 12% of resistance when dusted to 1,000 
pascals. For all comparable data at 1,000 pascals see table 17.13. Both knock and 
vibration resulted in little to no difference in pressure difference.  
At 3,200 pascals, a 0.4 seconds long 100 psi (6.9 bar), air pulse were the best concept but 
with a 22 mm hose, not directed towards the filter. It removed 78% of the restriction. The 
second-best concept was still redirected fan, which removed 49%. For the complete sheet 
of data see table 17.14. Vibration performed very poorly compared to the competition. 
Knock had a great variance in its results, being close to redirecting the blower when hitting 
the whole front but had almost no effect when hitting it from the other sides. Worth noting 
is also that a longer air pulse time had a negative effect on the cleaning ability. Three 
production ready prototype filters were used during testing, numbered 2, 3 and 4, as seen 
in the two following tables. 
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Table 17.13 - Results from concept testing at 1000 pascals 

Test object Filter 
# 

Initial 
pressure 

difference 
[Pa] 

Test pressure difference 
[Pa] 

Noise 
level 
[dB] Concept Version Before After % 

Knock 

Topside front (hammer) 4 520 1000 1000 0 93 
Whole front (hammer) 4 520 1000 1000 0 93 
Left and right side 
(hammer) 

4 520 1000 1000 0 94 

Hit filter to ground 4 520 1000 1000 0 - 

Vibration 

Frontside horizontal 4 540 1000 970 7 92 
Frontside vertical 4 570 1000 1000 0 79 
Top longitudinal 4 510 1000 960 8 79 

Top horizontal 4 530 1000 990 2 81 
Redirect 

fan 
100% PWM 3 570 1000 950 2 77 

Air pulse 

60 psi 0.4s 15mm 
(directed nozzle) 

2 430 1000 870 23 97 

100 psi 0.4s 15mm closed 
fresh air door (directed 
nozzle) 

4 440 1000 770 41 102 

30 psi 0.4s 20mm 
(directed nozzle) 

4 500 1000 900 20 95 

60 psi 0.4s 20mm 
(directed nozzle) 

4 510 1000 820 37 101 

100 psi 0.4s 20mm 
(directed nozzle) 

4 470 1000 700 57 105 

100 psi 0.4s 20mm closed 
fresh air door (directed 
nozzle) 

3 530 1000 750 53 105 

100 psi 0.4s 22 mm (hose) 3 580 1000 800 48 104 
100 psi 0.6s 22 mm (hose) 3 820 1000 920 44 104 
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Table 17.14 – Results from concept testing at 3200 pascals 

Test object Filter 
# 

Initial 
pressure 

difference 
[Pa] 

Test pressure 
difference [Pa] Noise 

level 
[dB] Concept Version Before After % 

Knock 

Whole front (hammer) 3 1000 3200 2430 35 93 

Left and right side 
(hammer) 

3 1000 3200 3180 1 93 

Hit filter to ground 4 1000 3200 3010 9 - 

Vibration 
Frontside horizontal 4 970 3200 3010 9 91 

Top longitudinal 4 960 3200 2790 18 81 

Redirect 
fan 

100% PWM 3 950 3200 2100 49 73 

Air pulse 

100 psi 0.4s 20mm closed 
fresh air door (directed 
nozzle) 

3 750 3200 1400 73 104 

100 psi 0.4s 22 mm (hose) 3 800 3200 1340 78 104 

100 psi 0.6s 22 mm (hose) 3 920 3200 1500 75 104 

100 psi 0.8s 22 mm (hose) 3 - 3200 1700 66 104 

100 psi 0.2s 22 mm (hose) 3 - 3200 2000 53 106 

100 psi 0.3s 22 mm (hose) 3 - 3200 1520 74 105 

Discussion 
Each test was only performed once for every iteration of concept. This was due to a very 
limited amount of time being available for access to the dust test rig. Further testing had 
been desirable, retrying each test three to five times to cancel out possible errors. Some 
of the errors could however be discovered due to most of the versions were small 
variations and a big difference would then not be credible. 
Before and during manufacturing of the prototypes no real computations or calculations 
were made due to the deadline of just having the test rig one specific week early on in the 
project, which meant limited prototype development time. As a result of this, a lot of 
improvements had to be done during the manufacturing and testing to improve the 
concepts. The concept which is likely to have been most negatively affected by the lack 
of time and preparations is vibration. This is because the concept is likely to just work in 
frequencies near the filters own eigenfrequency. Scania have the suitable equipment to 
analyze the eigenfrequency, but it cannot be booked with such a short notice as was 
needed in this project. However, even if it could have been made, when mounting a 
suitable vibrator to the filter, or adding large amounts of dust, the eigenfrequency is likely 
to be changed as a result. This iterative process would have been very time consuming 
and not possible within the realms of this project.  
With some prototypes the case may instead have been the opposite. The prototype 
redirect blower had the fan mounted directly to the filter housing without any air channel, 
flaps or recirculation filter, as the final concept would have had. This means the prototype 
had the smallest amount of restriction in the system possible, making it as good, or better, 
as any final product could become. 
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At the time for the tests the Scania HD-filter was not officially released. This meant only 
three production ready prototype filters were available for use. One of them got damaged 
during early testing so mainly two filters were used, as seen in table 17.13 and table 17.14. 
This caused some problems because the filter had to be cleaned manually between each 
test. After the manual cleaning the pressure drop over the filter became very inconsistent. 
Some insecurity was risen regarding how much this affected the measured pressure drop 
after each prototype were used cleaning the filter. If possible, a new filter should have 
been used for each test. 
During the testing the filter was dust covered to a pressure drop to both 1,000 pascal and 
3,200 pascals. At first a pressure drop of 1,000 pascal was used in the tests. But when 
realizing how small the amount of dust collected it implicated and how equally the 
concepts performed, a greater amount of dust was decided to be used in the tests. This 
was partly to see if the difference between the concepts would become more significant. 
The choice to first start with 1,000 pascals was decided through the pressure drop 
analysis in Appendix 6. A coverage of 70-80 % was arbitrarily picked to suitably 
compare the concepts. The airflow used in the tests was the same as the maximum 
setting, 9, on the HVAC-fan with zero blockage. But after some time, the authors 
realized that a lower airflow should have been set to match the pressure drop, see 
Appendix 6. This resulted in a higher pressure drop for a specific amount of dust than it 
would have done at a lower flowrate.  

An earlier test has been performed at Scania in the same dust test rig by the HVAC test 
department to research which is the maximum pressure drop level over the filter at a 
constant fan signal corresponding to a HVAC fan setting of 100 %. The filter was then 
considered full at a pressure drop of 1,160 pascals. When mounting that exact same filter 
in the dust test rig with the constant air flow rate of 6,9 kg/min a pressure drop of 3,200 
pascal were recorded, hence the higher pressure drop test condition. The corresponding 
pressure drop over the old filter of which was supposedly full at 1,160 pascals at a 
constant signal should possibly have been higher than 3,200 pascals since the filter had 
been stored during uncontrolled conditions, maybe causing some dust to fall off the filter 
and therefore losing some resistance. 
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Appendix 8 – Risk assessment for evaluation 
Risk based evaluation was performed to give more base to the final concept decision. It 
was based on a risk identifying and risk value tool used within Scania. The risk identifying 
was performed by trying to find plausible events that can affect the concepts negatively. 
A person at Scania working with risk assessments was brought in to the project to help 
finding as many risks as possible together with the two thesis workers. The same three 
persons also performed the risk valuation, classifying probability and severity for each 
risk according to criteria presented in table 17.17. The final results for both concepts 
remaining after performance evaluation are presented in table 17.15 and table 17.16. 

Table 17.15 – Risk assessment of redirect air concept 

No Risk, effect, comment Probability Severity P×S Risk 
source 

1 
Risk: Leakage when closed 
Effect: Loss in HVAC performance 
Comment: Opened door means cleaning mode 

7 2 14 Tech 

2 
Risk: Leakage when opened 
Effect: Loss in cleaning performance 
Comment: Opened door means cleaning mode 

7 2 14 Tech 

3 

Risk: Door to redirect air stuck open 
Effect: No fresh air into cab - high carbon dioxide 
levels, no heating or cooling 
Comment: Opened door means cleaning mode 

4 9 36 Tech 

4 

Risk: Door to redirect air stuck closed 
Effect: No cleaning, same effect as without cleaning 
system 
Comment: Opened door means cleaning mode 

3 4 12 Tech 

5 

Risk: Door to redirect air stuck half open 
Effect: Poor HVAC performance and no cleaning 
performance 
Comment: Opened door means cleaning mode 

3 7 21 Tech 

6 

Risk: Recirculation door and cleaning door not synced 
Effect: No cleaning or full recirculation into cab during 
cleaning cycle 
Comment: Either air just circulates behind filter 
through blower or recirculation blow full air speed 
into cab. 

2 5 10 Tech 

7 
Risk: Cost exceeds service costs 
Effect: Not sellable 

 1 9 9 Purch.  

8 Risk: Not designed for optimal airflow in HVAC 
Effect: Loss in efficiency, uneconomic 

7 3 21 Design 

9 

Risk: Sufficient airflow cannot be achieved in cleaning 
system 
Effect: Loss in efficiency, uneconomic, poor or none 
cleaning effect 
Comment: Lack of space and pressure losses which 
will be higher than in prototype, so performance can 
only be reduced relative the test. 

7 2 14 Design 
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Table 17.16 – Risk assessment of air pulse concept 

No Risk, effect, comment Probability Severity P×S Risk 
source 

1 
Risk: Leakage in front of valve 
Effect: May empty auxiliary air pressure system, poor 
cleaning 

3 4 12 Tech 

2 
Risk: Leakage after valve 
Effect: Poor cleaning 

3 4 12 Tech 

3 

Risk: Valve stuck open 
Effect: Blows air into cab, empties auxiliary circuit, 
may cause bad ergonomics due to inability to 
regulate seat and steering wheel positions 

2 5 10 Tech 

4 Risk: Valve stuck closed 
Effect: No cleaning 

3 4 12 Tech 

5 

Risk: Valve breaks 
Effect: Leakage from auxiliary air pressure circuit, 
may cause bad ergonomics due to inability to 
regulate seat and steering wheel positions 

3 4 12 Tech 

6 

Risk: Pressure in system becomes too high or too 
focused 
Effect: Valve breaks, blows hole in filter, damages 
HVAC unit 
Comment: probably break fresh air door in HVAC, air 
into tank is pressure regulated through a pressure 
regulator.  

3 8 24 Tech 

7 
Risk: Too noisy 
Effect: May effect work environment, annoyance 
Comment: Should not affect noise certificate 

7 2 14 Design 

8 Risk: Pressure in system becomes too low 
Effect: Poor cleaning 

3 4 12 Tech 

9 
Risk: Cost exceeds service costs 
Effect: Not sellable 

 1 9 9 Purch.  

10 

Risk: Not designed for optimal airflow 
Effect: Loss in efficiency, uneconomic, poor or none 
cleaning effect 
Comment: Lack of space may cause this 

7 2 14 Design 

11 
Risk: Fresh air door cannot handle the pressure 
Effect: Dust blows into cab, may brake parts 
Comment: Only in case of dust ingression 

4 5 20 Tech 

12 
Risk: Air tank brakes 
Effect: Explosion with potential resulting injury 

1 
 

9 9 Tech 
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Table 17.17 – Risk assessment criteria according to Scania 

Degree 

Probability for deviation 
 

Risk for occurrence of 
deviation. 

Quality/Property effect 
Performance effect 

 
Influence on planed 

performance/property 
(incl. component cost & 

weight) 

Cost/Resource effect 
 

Degree of cost for the 
project 

1 
Remote: Failure is unlikely. 
None ever associated with 
virtually identical objects  

None: Will not affect the 
requirements at all 

None: Will not affect the 
project cost at all 

2 

Low: Relatively unlikely 
failure. None ever 
associated with similar 
projects. Proven method in 
proven process 
environment 

Very minor: Will affect 
some wanted 
requirements. Quality 
deviations not noticed by 
average customer 

Very minor: Object cost 
affected to a minor degree 

3 
Low: Relatively unlikely 
failure 

Minor: Wanted 
requirements is partly not 
fulfilled 

Minor: Object cost is 
severely affected without 
effects on other objects 

4 

Moderate: Occasional 
failures. Occasional failures 
but not in major proportions 
generally associated with 
similar systems 

Very low: Wanted 
requirements is not 
fulfilled. Needed 
requirements is not 
affected. 

Very low: Project cost 
affected for the object and 
other objects to some 
degree 

5 

Moderate: Occasional 
failures in similar objects 

Low: Only needed 
requirements can be 
fulfilled. Quality likely 
affected 

Low: Project cost severely 
affected for the object 
and/or other objects 

6 
Moderate: Occasional 
failures in similar objects 

Moderate: Needed 
requirements affected 

Moderate: Project cost 
severely affected for both 
the object and other objects 

7 

High: Repeated failures 
generally associated with 
similar objects. Problematic 
area or design. Design 
involving fundamentally 
new concepts 

High: Needed 
requirements is partly not 
fulfilled. 

High: Project cost affected 
so extra funds has to be 
approved  

8 
High: Very high: Needed 

requirements not fulfilled 
Very high: Project cost 
affected but still 
commercially interesting. 

9 

Very high: Failure are almost 
inevitable. Systematically 
opposing requirements 

Virtually total: Expected 
requirements can only be 
met with large additional 
groundbreaking research. 
Potential project killer. 

Virtually total: Project cost 
affected to a point when it 
lacks commercial interest. 
Project killer. 

10 

Very high: Failure inevitable. 
Unusable/unsuitable 
(design) concept or 
requirements 

Total: Requirements 
cannot be met by any 
means. Project killer. 

Total: Project cost 
unforeseeable Project killer. 
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Appendix 9 – Proof of concept components 
Full list of details on components used for the proof of concept. 

Pulse valve 
The pulse valve used in the conceptual prototypes during concept phase will be used. The 
markets have been explored and all substitutes with the required performance have the 
same specifications and roughly the same outer dimensions. The design and shape differ 
a bit as well between all the options.  
Chosen pulse valve is a Series 353 solenoid valve from ASCO Numatics. It has outer 
dimensions of 113x75x89 mm (Height x Depth x Width). The inlet and outlet ports are 
perpendicular to each other, see figure 17.31. For complete list of specification see table 
17.18. 

 

Figure 17.31 – ASCO 353 pulse valve 

Table 17.18 – Specification of Turbo FP20 pulse valve 

Fluid Filtered and oil free compressed air 

Operating temperature range -20 ⁰C to +85 ⁰C 

Operating pressure Min. 0.35 bar to max. 8.5 bar 

Max pressure 10 bar 

Supply voltage 24VDC 20,8W 

Pipe connections  Threaded G3/4” 

Flow coefficient 233 l/min 

Weight 0.7 Kg 

IP protection IP 65 with PG9 connector 

Size 113x75x89 mm (Height x Depth x Width). 

Pressure sensor 
The pressure sensors for measuring the pressure drop were different in lab and in t used 
in lab and in truck were different. For measuring in lab two Keller Series 35X pressure 
sensors were used, for measuring atmospheric pressure and pressure behind the filter. 
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One differential pressure sensor, Keller PRD-33 X, was fitted in the truck. For list of 
specifications on the Keller PRD-33 X see table 17.22. The sensor was connected through 
tubing to the filter housing and recirculation housing as suggested in the thesis. 

Table 17.19 – Specification of Keller PRD-33 X 

Pressure range differential (absolute) 0-350 mbar (40 bar) 

Supply voltage 5 to 24 VDC 

Output voltage 0 to 5 VDC 

Accuracy ±0.05 % 

Operating temperature range -40 ⁰C to +80 ⁰C 

IP protection IP 65 

Inform driver  
The pressure sensor’s values were read through a computer connected to the pressure 
sensors. To read and log the sensor values a software and hardware described in Appendix 
2 was used. The values were read frequently and when a designated value was reached, 
the air pulse system was activated.  

Air tank 
The air tank used was built at Scania, according to directives of pressure vessels. The tank 
measures 300x⌀115 mm and have a volume of 2,55 liters. A G1/4” thread and a G3/4” 
thread in each end. 

Controller unit 
In the proof of concept became the controller unit very simplified. To regulate the pulse 
time a timing relay, Crouzet MLR1, was used, see figure 17.32. The small dimensions 
and ease of use was the most motivating factors, except for the need of fulfilling all 
necessary specifications. See table 17.20 for a fill list of specifications of the MLR1.  
If the relay is turned on it starts to switch between being ON and OFF. Both on and off 
time is independent variable between 0.1 seconds to 100 hours. It cycles between the 
states until tuned off. The number of cycles were counted manually, and the relay was 
manually turned off when desired number of air pulses were reached. 
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Figure 17.32 – Crouzet MLR1 timing relay 

Table 17.20 - Specification of Crouzet MLR1 timing relay 

Timer duration 0.1 s - 100 h 
Maximum breaking current 250 V 8A 
Minimum breaking current 5 V 10mA 
Temperature range -20ᵒC to +60ᵒC 

Supply voltage 
24 to 240 VAC 50 to 60 Hz 

24VDC 

Weight 64 g 

IP marking IP 20 (IP 50 to front face) 

Size 90x70x18 mm (Height x Depth x Width). 

Tubing 
The hose used to connect the air pulse to the filter housing is a plastic hose with an outer 
diameter of ⌀16 mm and an inner diameter of ⌀12 mm. The hose measures between 1.5 
and 1.8 m and is moldable using a heat gun to make it fit in the truck. The hose used to 
connect the air tank to the truck’s auxiliary air pressure system is a plastic hose with an 
outer diameter of ⌀6 mm and an inner diameter of ⌀4 mm. The auxiliary hose is around 
2.5 m in length and is also moldable using a heat gun. 
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Appendix 10 – Verification in lab 
Description and results of the verification process performed in lab. 

Execution 
The test rig described in Appendix 5 is used and the test data can be seen in table 17.21. 
Difference from earlier test is that not a constant airflow is used, instead the airflow is 
regulated to correspond to the measured pressure drop to copy the characteristics of the 
HVAC. 

Test was made in the following sequence: 

• A new filter was mounted 
• Pressure drop over the filter was measured and recorded 
• Filter was covered with dust (A2 fine) until a desired pressure difference was 

reached (700 or 2,020 Pa) 
• Cleaning sequence with prototype was performed 
• Pressure difference was measured again and recorded to determine how the 

resistance changed 
• Filter was covered with dust again until a desired pressure drop was reached (700 

or 2,020 Pa) 
• Test was repeated three times for each level of pressure drop with different 

nozzles. 
For air tank tests, only the higher pressure drop was tested. 

Table 17.21 – Test data of verification test 

Air flow rate Variating to match pressure drop, see Appendix 6 
Test dust A2 fine 
Dust injection rate 0,1 g/m3 
Barometric pressure 1013 ± 2 mbar 
Temperature 20 ± 0,5 °C 
Relative humidity 50 ± 5 % 

Result 
Results from performed tests. 

Nozzle 
Four different nozzles were manufactured and tested. Three pipes, ⌀20 mm 250 mm long, 
with varying hole patterns were compared with using only the hose as an inlet. First hole 
pattern was a slot alongside the bottom of the pipe. The second pipe was perforated all 
around with ⌀6 mm holes with 10 mm distance and the third had two rows of ⌀8 mm 
holes which was directed with an angle of 60° relative the filter. All nozzles were mounted 
in the same position, see figure 17.33. For results of the comparison between the nozzles, 
see table 17.22. 
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Figure 17.33 – Left: Slotted nozzle | Middle: Directed perforation nozzle | Right: No 
nozzle, pipe straight in 

Table 17.22 – Results from tests on nozzle 

Nozzle 
Filter 

# 

Pressure 

[bar] 

Tank 
volume 

[L] 

Initial 
pressure 

difference 
[Pa] 

Test pressure difference [Pa] 

Before After % 

Slot 

2 8.5 6 490* 700 590 52 

2 8.5 6 590 700 620 38 

2 8.5 3 620 700 610 43 

2 8.5 3 610 2020 680 88 

2 8.5 3 680 2020 710 86 

2 8.5 3 710 2020 750 83 

Perforated 

3 8.5 3 480* 700 600 45 

3 8.5 3 600 700 625 34 

3 8.5 3 625 700 640 27 

3 8.5 3 640 2020 770 81 

3 8.5 3 770 2020 790 80 

3 8.5 3 790 2020 810 79 

Perforated 
undirected 

4 8.5 3 550* 700 640 40 

4 8.5 3 640 700 660 27 

4 8.5 3 660 700 680 13 

4 8.5 3 680 2020 730 88 

4 8.5 3 730 2020 760 86 

4 8.5 3 760 2020 800 83 

Straight in 

5 8.5 3 520* 700 620 44 

5 8.5 3 620 700 660 22 

5 8.5 3 660 700 680 11 

5 8.5 3 680 2020 720 87 

5 8.5 3 720 2020 750 85 

5 8.5 3 750 2020 790 82 
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Air tank 
Four different air tanks were used in testing in lab to evaluate the sizing of the tank; 1-, 
1.6- and 3 liters. The outlet is connected to a hose with an outer diameter of ⌀16 mm and 
an inner diameter of ⌀12 mm. The 1- and 1.6-liter tanks are custom made for prototyping 
at Scania, the 3-liter tank is a Scania standard part.  
For the results of the testing of the air tanks see Table 17.23, note the continuous increase 
of pressure difference after cleaning, until the usage of the 3-liter tank, where it stagnates, 
just to increase again on the last test with the 1-liter tank. 

 Table 17.23 – Results from tests on air tank size using the same filter 

Tank 
volume 

[L] 

Test 

# 

Pressure 

[bar] 
Nozzle 

Initial 
pressure 

difference 
[Pa] 

Test pressure difference [Pa] 

Before After % 

1 

1 8.5 Slot 500 2020 690 88 

2 8.5 Slot 690 2020 720 86 

3 8.5 Slot 720 2020 740 84 

1,6 

4 8.5 Slot 740 2020 760 83 

5 8.5 Slot 760 2020 780 82 

6 8.5 Slot 780 2020 790 81 

3 

7 8.5 Slot 790 2020 780 82 

8 8.5 Slot 780 2020 790 81 

9 8.5 Slot 790 2020 810 80 

1 10 8.5 Slot 810 2020 840 78 

Discussion 
Small changes can be seen when changing to different nozzles. The biggest difference 
could be seen between the perforated and the slotted one, but the difference is still 
relatively small and can be caused by measurements errors or by the differences between 
the filters. Therefore, there is no real reason to use a nozzle. 
The air tank test showed a variating result. Initial tests showed that a smaller tank is better, 
but that’s not the final verdict. Performing test in the reversed order, testing the 1-liter 
tank in the end of the test, a lower performance than the 3 liter tank could be noted instead. 
The main reason for this is thought to be that a new filter is easier to clean. There was an 
initial degradation and after a while the filter got saturated and a more stable reading could 
be made. This was in the end of the available time the dust test rig was available for 
testing and no more testing could be performed to validate this and to get a better 
comparison. 
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